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One of the most.complex systems in existence today is the urban 
complex of today's cities. This system is composed of many sectors which 
. contribut.e to the interactions that occur in an urban area. The various 
sectors could be classified as Demographic, Transportation, Residential, 
Industrial and Educational components. The sectors (subsystems) named 
are a fraction of the many sectors which could be used to describe an 
urban system; but, with these sectors, an overview of the total urban 
system can be provided. 
Meaningful contributions have b~en made to analysis of the .urban 
problem, but few contributions .to date have been made in mathematical 
equations which lend themselves to mathematical analysis. Equations 
which describe social phenomena must be derived and techniques such as . 
those studied in connection with linear and non-linear systems in engi-
neering need.to be applied for better insight into the urban problem. 
Because of the urban crisis which exists today, we are forced by the 
exigencies of time to try and understand the interactions within an urba~ 
area. The author being an electrical·engineer with studies inclined 
toward the system science area, the purpose of this research has been to 
develop a model along with insights and such analysis techniques peculiar 
to the physical sciences which can be applied to the economic and social. 
interaction of urban areas. 
l 
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Many models directed towards urban research have appeared recently. 
The four general areas covered in these research efforts have been Trans-
portation, Land Use, Demography, and Economic activity. In Steinitz 
(76), page 20, a table is shown listing twenty planning models. Of ut-
most importance in this table are the function, theory and method of each 
model. 
The functions listed are projection, allocation, and derivation. 
Projection means to estimate the future of the system. Allocation occurs 
when the modeling process divides the system into subsystems (sectors). 
Derivation occurs when the modeling process transforms the system model 
by deriving another system from it. 
The purpose of a model is the performance of one or more of these 
functions, possibly in varying combinations, in order to simulate the 
subject whether it be Land Use, Transportation, Demography, etc. 
Statement of the Problem 
Within each large metro-urban complex, there exists today what is 
often called a ghetto (68), This is normally defined as being a conclave 
of impoverished people. Harold Rose (68) defines a ghetto to be an area 
to which individuals are confined due to economic, social, or any other 
socially imposed restrictions. 
Many authors have stated that the problems that exist in these urban 
complexes are due, in part, to the"existence of the ghetto; but, no one 
has attempted an intuitive mathematical analysis and parameter estimation 
of these areas (68,17,26,82). 
The impoverished areas are inhabited in large measure by minorities 
and most of these minorities are made up of ··people of the Negro race (68). 
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In this research, reference to the minority may be interpreted as refer-
ence to the Negro race, Because of the previous statements, it seems 
proper that a model should be cunstructed of the inner city utilizing 
intuitive concepts that underl~e the social and economic phenomena, which 
are perhaps peculiar to this area, and affect the minority. 
As an indicator of the differences between standard urban models and 
one specifically derived to apply to minority groups, the model conceived 
by Forrester (27) and colleagues makes assumptions about several varia-
bles which should be reexamined when considering minority groups in an 
urban area, As an example, the statement is made that "increasing 
managers in proportion to managerial jobs increases the likelihood of 
establishing new enterprise". Because of the education and business 
experience lag of the minority, and alienation from the majority race, 
more minority group managers do not, necessarily, constitute a force to 
create new enterprise within the minority community (17,68). 
Consider for a moment the availability of minority managers. The 
mere fact tha~ managers exist does not affect demand for a service, or 
any particular enterprise (17). The provision for service, which is a 
very high risk enterprise, may occur if funds can be appropriated, In 
this risk situation, investment has to occur in spite of the fact that 
the investment may never be recovered (17). This is confirmed when 
studies are undertaken concerning the spending in blighted areas (52), 
There are other generalizations by Forrester which must be ques-
tioned, One of these is the statement which is made concerning the mech-
anization of agriculture, 
One occasionally hears that the mechanization of southern agri-
culture, which has forced the immigration of the Negro to the 
cities, is responsible for the plight of the American city, 
While such an external pressure can intensify urban 
difficulties, the ,earlier chapt~rs, of this book make clear that 
the basic cal,lses of urban s lt.ims , are intel'll:ai. . Another conunon 
s.ource of 'Ql:;une, for urban decay is lo~ outward mobilttY; a J;"e-
sul t,of rejection o:f Negroes.by the more affluent urban anQ. 
suburban sections.. . ' 
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In these statements, .Forrester has ,stated t~at th~ l'ro9lems of th.e urban 
area are in.ternal to the slum. If this was true, one must ask the ques-
tion,, \\'.hy.did he not;model the.problem? 
In this·research, t~e ac1;:ual pNblem areas,are modeled with pa:i;ticu-
lar reference to. the minority groups in the · il).ner c:\. ty or slum area.:, 
whicheyer is appropriate~ The actual troubled urban areas,are modeled 
because it is thought that,its problems can be,solved only if,the areas 
are understood. One should not in:f;er that the author thinks the problem 
lies ~ithin the in~er city. For whatever prol'ortion of the proqlem whic~ 
does reside in the inne:i; city, urban research will be. enh~nce4 by st1:1dy ... 
ing this ,·problem. The author does bel~eve that invisible boundaries~, 
along with other exo.genous inputs, are partial)y responsible for the 
socio-economic problems 'Which e~ist in America's urban areas. 
Research Obj_ectives 
The research, covered i~ this dissertation, is _done,to provide an 
economic activity model which deals with th!:( minority group in.the inner 
I• 
city. Concepts borrowed from engineering t systems ·and prol?abili ty theory 
' . ; . I . ' ' 
are applied to the model to present a,definitive m;ialys~s of :the system. 
Probahilist~c models are :deveioped for parameters which are coiµponents .of 
the state variables of the system. 
The conception ,of the model is based on existing d~ta and intuiqve 
understanding of the causal relati,onships which d~rect economic growth 
forces. The propensity for growth ~ithi~ the.urban system is conditioneQ., 
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on the education, residenti1:;1l, and demographic: indexes indicated,, as time 
is projected forward. 
··' 
The model must r~flect the economi9 activity. The economic activity 
consists of industry .which is exogenous .or en.dogel1.eus,to the minority 
community. The minority community consists of all min,ority population, 
re~~rdless of what spatial area they; occupy. 
The theory.of.this model is based on macro-analytic grow:th"forces, 
with the dynamics of .decision activity based on group.behavior .rather 
than the individual. An example of this is the consideration by the 
model to generate a ne"{ business. This does not occur because of indi-. 
vidual actions~ but it does occur.when,the entire market place (communi-
ty) exhibits a demand t9 support such.an act,ivity. 
The mathematical equations which comprise the model consist of 
linear and non-linear equa1;.i0ns of state, At this point,, a definit,ion of 
the . c0ncept of state presented by Gu~ta is appropriate (35). Any vari-
able of a system defining some perfc;;irmanc;:e ·of the system and. subject to 
change can be thought of as a stat~ variable of the s:ystem. Knqwing all 
these variables for a particular sy,st~m completely defines the state of 
the system. Once the state is,defined for an element in the ,system, the 
state of that element. can be <let.ermined at any other t~me by knowing the 
initial value and any input appli~d (35). In _electrical net.works, the 
state variables ,may sqmet~mes be chosen by inspection; while in urban 
systemss the variables are chosen eec:ause they represent that part of .the 
system which is to be observed. 
Consider a generalized linear differential equation: 
a 
n 
n-1 d ' y 
· 1 + ·' • + al dtn-. ' 
(Ll) 
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A set of state variables may be defined as follows: let 
xl = y 
d dxl • 






The definitions of (1.2) - (1.4) yield a set of first order differential 
equations 





= - -- x n 






u(t) (1. 8) 
x define a state vector 
n 
(1.9) 
Equations (1.5) through (1.8) can be rewritten as 
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-· - - -xl 0 1 0 0 xl 0 
0 0 1 0 
= + u (1.10) 
0 0 1 
ao al . a 1 n-1 x - -- x n a a a n a n n n n -· - _, 
or 
x = [A]~ + [B]~ (1.11) 
Usin~ the ~efinitic:m of a derivative, a difference equation may be writ-
ten for ea~h differential equation in. thE( matrix equation (1.10). The 
definition of a derivative is (32,69), 
X : lim I 
bt-+O 
x(t+bt) - x(t) 
. flt 
which may pe approximated as 
bx x(~+l) - x(k) 
x =.flt= . flt 
as shown in Goldberg (32} where 
flt (k+l) - (k) 
as a. time ,increment, ·and 




Using Equation (1.13), each equatiQI?, in .matrix &quation (1.10) is rewrit-
ten in difference form and expressed as a matrix. 
b ~(k) 
M - [A]~(k) + ~B]u (k) (1. 16) 
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which is the general form for all state vectors. The equations just dis-
cussed were linear and a general solution may be written. The majority 
of the equations in this model are non-linear for which no general solu-
tion is known. 
The probabilistic estimation of parameters appears to be a new con-
cept as well as the subject of the model. For the first time socio-
economic variables are quantified on the basis of the axiomatic defini-
tion of probability with a high degree of success. These probabilistic 
models are then structured as series-parallel models with intuitive logic 
dictating the type of structure. Other socio-economic scientists have 
tried to use the axiomatic probability basis for decision making with 
limited success (9). Savage is one of the latest to attempt this, but, 
he used it for personal decision making or alternative policy (70). This 
limits the application considerably. In this dissertation parameters 
which affect society are considered, not the logical thought process. 
A brief outline of the model before its detail is presented. The 
urban model consists of four sectors which are Demographic, Educational, 
Residential, and Industrial. 
The demographic sector, shown in Figure 1, consists of five types of 
economic categories or units. These economic units (EU) are Blue Collar 
Endogenous (BCI), White Collar Endogenous (WCI), Blue Collar Exogenous 
(BCE), White Collar Exogenous (WCE), and the Unemployed (UEMP). The 
terms exogenous and endogenous refer to the industrial firms where the 
economic categories are employed. Firms which are owned by the minority 
race are endogenous to the minority community and employ BCI and WCI 
economic units. Firms which are owned by the majority race are exogenous 
to the minority community and employ BCE and WCE economic units. 
8 D 8 D 
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Figure 1. Demographic Sector 
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The unemployed category consists of BCI, WCI, BCE, and WCE. The 
white collar economic units are separated from the blue collar economic 
units within the UEMP category as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 
2, The separation of the economic units was done because of the vast 
differences which exist between white collar and blue collar employment 
categories in the form of qualifications, promotional opportunities, and 
unemployment rates. 
The values which control the flow, in Figure 2, between economic 
units are controlled by four types of variables. The variables are LOF 
n 
(limited opportunity factor), OF (opportunity factor), DE (declining n n 
employment factor), and UP (upward opportunity factor. 
n 
The LOF controls the flow between economic units endogenous to the 
n 
minority community to economic units exogenous to the community, and 
reflects disparities such as discrimination in the job market. The OF n 
controls flow between economic units endogenous to the minority communi-
ty. Because of the differences minorities face when seeking employment 
within the community or when seeking employment outside of the community, 
separate factors LOF and OF were used in the model. DEn represents n n 
declining employment due to normal attrition, layoffs, etc. UP repre-
n 
sents promotion opportunity when dealing with white collar employment. 
The educational sector is shown in Figure 2 and represents the 
secondary educational process, i.e., grades 9 through 12. Each employ-
ment category is handled separately because of possible differences in 
drop-out-rates (DORn). The parameters WYn and WEn are transport factors 
which move individuals into and out of the educational process based on 
age. 
The residential sector, shown in Figure 3, consists of four types of 
Wyn" WEn"= 1CDOR,u> 
BCI X7 ( (I- DORi) .1 )? 
I 
WC I 
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Figure 3. Residential Sector 
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housing. They are single family units less than $1S,OOO (SF<lS), single 
family units greater than $1S,OOO (SF>lS), rental units (RU), and slum 
housing (SH). The sources of new housing shown as NSF~ls, NSF<lS, and 
NRU are controlled by variables H12 , H4, and H7, respectively and these 
sources and their control variables are functions of housing vacancies 
and population within the urban area. 
The parameters H3, HS, H9 provide the filtering process which occurs 
in housing due to age, maintenance, etc. H6, ·H8 , and H10 provide a 
gradual form of urban renewal which rehabilitate slums in the urban area. 
In the industrial sector, shown in Figure 4, there are two types of 
industry. They are profi ts-exo.gel'lous (PEWIE) and profits-endogenous 
, .. 
(PIWI}. The PEWIE firm or industry is controlled by the majority and 
employs BCE and WCE economic units, while the PIWI firm is controlled by 
the minority and employs BCI·and WCI economic units. In this disserta-
tion the number of exogenous firms is held constant because the interest 
lies in studying the minority industrial base. New PIWI firms (XNF) are 
controlled by a function of existing PIWI, UB1, and all minority EU._ 
UB2 is the failure rate of new minority firms. us3 is a transport factor 
which changes a PIWI to a mature firm (MPIWI) after five years. UB4 rep-
resents the failure rate of MPIWI firms, and UBS represents reinvestment 
by mature industry to form new endogenous firms. 
Concerning the PEWIE firm, OR1 controls the source XNEF (new exo-
genous firms) and FA1 is their failure rate. 
This completes the description of the various sectors of the urban 
model which is shown in its entirety in Figure S. 




Figure 4. Industrial Sector 
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Chapter II contains a review of applicable literature. Chapters III 
and IV contain the development of the urban model by sectors. This also 
consists of deriving the state equations which mathematically describe 
the model. Chapter V reviews axiomatic probability and introduces the 
unique concept of probabilistic cau.sal models. Sensitivities are derived 
and used in selection of the structure of the causal models. Chapter VI 
discusses operation of the model with respect to experiments in migration 
patterns, education, industrial expansion, etc. 
Chapter VII discusses conclusions and future research which should 
be done in the area of urban systems. 
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF APPLICABLE LITERATURE 
Applicable Urban Research 
There is a great amount of urban research occurring today. A major 
fraction of this work has been directed toward study of the minority 
groups in this country. The largest portion of this minority group 
research, in the urban setting, has been directed toward the Negro race. 
Portions of the research have dealt directly with politics, economy, 
residential aspects and other important facets of any community (68,17, 
82). Harold Rose (68) demonstrates knowledge of all phases of urban in-
stitutions. This includes discussions concerning the demographic transi-
tion in an urban area, along with an overview of the residential, 
industrial, and educational basis for the ghetto. He labeled his work a 
spatial behavioral perspective. This dissertation is a spatial behavioral 
systems analysis. Theordore Cross (17) discusses the ineptitude of the 
minority industrial base to compete with the economic mainstream of 
America. This is explained as being caused by education, inexperience, 
and lack of a financial base for initial investment. The normal finan-
cial base is lacking for minority industry because of the high risk in-
volved. This forces many enterprises to close, after some initial phases 
of operation, and others are never started. 
In order for some of the urban problems to be solved, the minority 
industrial base must be strengthened (82). In comparing the area modeled 
17 
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in this research with that of an underdeveloped country, it is necessary 
that the underdeveloped area develop a demand for its services (1). This 
demand must be met with more than just labor. This necessitates that the 
urban area create demand endogenous and exogenous to the community. A 
recent study has shown that demand endogenous to the minority community 
is very weak (52). 
One of the basic themes, which is constantly underlined in all 
minority research, is the unequal position of the minority within society 
(21,87,83,84,89,39). Bowen (12) shows the disadvantages in the labor 
force. Taeuber (84) investigates the effects of this disadvantage in 
residential markets in general. Numerous government documents display 
this disparity and programs implemented to correct the same (23,48,53). 
This dissertation deals on a mathematical basis with the limiting of 
minority opportunities. The Coleman report (15) in education is also 
along these same lines. In several reports, Coleman, as well as others, 
state that one of the largest differentials in our educational system 
occurs.because of a lack ·Of expectation of success in the environment 
exogenous to the minority community (15,54). This has never before been 
represented mathematically in a causal relationship, but is attempted 
in this dissertation. 
Discussion of the socio-economic factors which pervade urban re-
search could continue indefinitely, but would accomplish nothing more 
than what has already been said. It is obvious that a urban minority 
model needs to be constructed to enable urban researchers to so order 
their thought processes, that constructive programs may be implemented. 
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Urban Modeling 
Urban modeling has been attempted by many individuals. The areas 
modeled have been residential, industrial, demographic, educational, etc. 
(2,4,11,14,15,22,27,28,40,67,47,71,75,91). The models represent a fair 
cross-section of all models and the strategies used. 
The model by Arrow (2) concerning discrimination in the job market 
is the only model seen by the author that attempts to quantify discrimi-
nation. Kenneth Arrow (2) modeled racial discrimination in the labor 
market. He describes a model by which an employer can purchase labor at 
a fixed price, but for which he must.choose some point on an indifference 
curve between wages and the proportion of whites in the firm. Disparity 
in job opportunities often result when making this decision. 
Residential Models · 
Residential development has been studied by a number of individuals 
(14,57,37,76). The approach, to the method of study, has likewise been 
varied. Chapin (14) has simulated residential development from the 
standpoint of having fertile cells of land. These cells represent the 
metropolitan area divided into a grid system. By then allocating differ-
ent site amenities to the cells, attractiveness patterns are determined 
for various households. The residential decision process was conditioned 
on: (1) intensity of residential development; (2) accessibility; (3) 
household budget; (4) household activity patterns; and (5) household 
taste patterns. The residential development process is allowed to take 
place in a probabilistic manner. This development process entails Monte 
Carlo techniques and is not used as a basis .for causal relationships, 
but is used to distribute possible households. Cha~in's model again 
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demonstrates modeling of the final behavior expected, and not the under-
lying causes of the behavior. 
Robinson, Wolfe and Barringer (67) produced a simulation model 
having to do with urban renewal. "The operation of the model is based 
upon a matching, within the computer, of existing stocks of space in the 
city with potential users of the space, on the basis of the relative need 
or desire for particular types of space by categories of users." This is 
similar to the previously discussed model, but differs in that it has 
manipulative mathematical equations in which the variables may be adjust-
ed for expected results. The question that must be asked is, do the 
equations actually explain causal relationships, or are they linear 
regression type equations with no meaning to the constants and the manner 
in which they are adjusted? 
Stochastic models of residential development have also been studied 
(37). They leave a lot to be desired, however, in that few scientists 
have a firm grasp of the complexity introduced when using stochastic 
processes. 
Demographic Models 
Schweitzer and Dienes (71) made a significant contribution to the 
theory of demographic modeling. To some extent their model is similar to 
the demograhpic sector model in this research effort. They explained 
population growth as being a kinetic process. After dividing the popula-
tion into age groups, differential equations were written around each age 
group. The pro"pensi ty to move from one age group to another is automatic 
because of the aging process and the birth and death rates are accounted 
for. They however fail to account for non-uniform distributions in their 
populations which move between age groups as well as effects of m~gra~ 
tion, education, etc. Non-uniform distributions, and the previous ef-
fects mentioned are accounted for in this dissertation. 
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Lowry (47) confronts the idea of computer models dealing with migra-
tion and metropolitan growth. Two models were constructed. The first 
model deals with migrational flows between New York and Chicago. The 
first model explains some of the behavioral factors that govern migration 
movements. The second.model deals with migration into particular metro-
politan areas. Both of the, models use linear regression techniques to 
fit statistical data. 
Bes.hers (7), in 1968, edited a book containing various approaches to 
the modeling of large scale social systems. The major thrust of this 
literature is demographic projections. Computer methods were devised for 
detailed population estimates and projections by age, sex, etc. This 
text discusses many of the cµrrent treatments of the data which are 
necessary for a demographic projection along with the applicable computer 
language. 
DeCani (18), in 1961, constructed stochastic models of population 
and growth. He considered three models which were increasingly complex. 
The first model is concerned with pure migration from one region to 
another. The results were a contribution in that the limiting distribu-
tions of the populations for each region were binomial as a function of 
time. The limiting distributions are the probability distributions of 
the population after an infinite time has elapsed. The second model also 
dealt with migration, but it also considered births and deaths within the 
system. The population distribution was again studied and the limiting 
distributions did not exist, even though the influence of the initial 
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population distribution decreased witl:i time. The third model is a 
p~dator-prey-type model and because of the assumptions the findings are 
as expected; the predators eventually take over the regi~n. 
Educational Models 
Stone (80), in 1966, outlin~d several moclels for the educatiqnal 
process. The scope,of one of the models_includes,all forms of education, 
training and retraining. iI1 which he regards the educa~ion.al system. as a 
system of connected processes, as ,in input-output an,alysis. The. demo-
~raphi.c characteristics of tl).e student populat~on were found to co~trol 
the initial activity levels; but, as time progressed the decisions between 
students. and advisers ,bec~e the main determinant.. In a later model,; 
Stone.(79) makes an effort to connect de~ographic, educational and man-, 
power statistics .. Here, the basic building block is a population ac-
counting matrix. His major objective wa~ the combining of the educationai 
system with exogenous.parameters such as migration. 
Industrial Models , 
Severa.l researchers have . attempted to model the structure of various 
components of the economic ,activity which occurs in urban areas (5,27, 
41}. 
Berry (5) approaches this phase of modeling under the· guise of the 
retail market. He discusses models drawn from two sources~ One.of the 
models was prepared for the city of Chicago, in conjunction with its 
Community Renewal Program. The other model was prepared for the six 
county area surrounding Chicago. The first modei helped to describe the. 
deteriorating conditions which existed, while. the second was used to 
predict retail patterns into the future. Both models used regression 
analysis. 
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Forrester (27) used an industrial component in his urban model which 
was composed of three phases of industry. They were new, mature and de-
clining industrial firms. The methods of state-space analysis were.used. 
One of the most complete documented works .on industrial modeling and 
locational analysis was done by Isard, et al. (41). Throughout the text 
are references to model construction, input-output analysis, etc. In. 
Chapter 11, specific reference is made to gravity models as a means of 
defining the interaction which occurs betwe~n people, hou.seholds, indus-
trial complexes and others. In these gravity models, the region is con-
ceived as a mass. Interregional reaction is then equated with the 
interaction which occurs between masses in physical science. Gravity 
models in all phases of u+ban research.have been important in that this 
is a possible link between the physical laws which govern our universe 
with the abstract concepts which are so often present in the social 
sciences. 
Urban-Regional Models . 
There are a number of contributors or res~a~chers in the area of 
urban-regional models (11,16,22,27,28,40,63). Echenique (22) uses the 
principle found in gravity models, and other concepts, to look at urban 
stocks and the activity which occurs between these stocks. The urban 
structure is defined as the outcome of varipus processes which allocate 
physical objects and activities to sites within an area. The static 
model differentiates three activity groups: employment, residential and 
service activities; and two physical components: total quantity of floor. 
space, and a transportation network. The simple dynamic model adjusts 
the location of residence and services in accordance with changes in 
employment, transportation, and availability of space. The complex 
dynamic model introduces different classes within each activity group 
which locate, and are constrained in location by the stocks which are 
differentiated by condition and structural type. 
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The models, which have caused so much controversy in the past year, 
have been those done by J. W. Forrester (27,28). As stated in the intro-
duction Forrester has made some questionable assumptions concerning the 
causal factors which control the behavior in urban areas. He makes the 
assertion that he has modeled the inner city; but, the assumptions are 
not necessarily valid for the minority group which is modeled here. The 
model which he conceived has three basic sectors. They are Demographic, 
Housing and Business with three classes in each sector .. The equations 
for simulation are differential equations which can be written by examin-
ing the flow diagrams of the model. The sources for the three sectors 
are independent sources, or infi~ite sources. Gray (33), in a critique 
of Forrester's work states that the business and housing sector were re-
jected because of the assumed constant life expectancy of each class of 
business. The argument against this was, the fixed "filtration" model 
constrains the population of housing and business and thus causes equil-
ibrium in the system. 
Gray's major criticisms of t}J.e model are the following: (1) the 
model does not model the subu.rbs; (2) he is precise about how many people 
are in a family but does not specify any objective function; (3) the 
model is a highly damped continuous time-invariant system. The fixed 
land constrains it to continuity, and the filtration model of business 
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and housing causes a unique equilibrium. This is not the case in this 
research; because, the parameters are justified, the structure of the 
model is non-linear, and the filtration in the housing sector is a vari-
able conditioned on conditions of the urban system. The objective of the 
model here is to describe the inner city. 
Another very detailed model of urban structures is given by Crecine 
(16). This model is very similar to Lowry's (46), "Model of a 
Metropolis". Regression analysis is used in both models to fit existing 
data. Exogenous and endogenous variables are defined and correspond to 
the usual variables used by other urban researchers. 
The variables represent residential, industrial and commercial 
sectors. Their economic activity deals primarily with retail trade. The 
"" underlying theory of the "Moqel of a Metropolis" is the gravity model 
concept. Crecine's (16) model uses regression analysis. A discussion of 
twenty planning models is presented by Kilbridge (43). In the discus-
sion, models are aggregated by their subject, function, theory, and 
method. The subjects are Land, Transportation, Population and Economic 
activity. These subjects cover the gamut of most planning models. The 
interesting insight provided is the function of each model. The function 
can either be projection, allocation, derivation or a combination of two 
or all three. Only five out of the twenty models perform all of the 
functions above and because of this, they are the most complex. In the 
final portion of Kilbridge (43), references are given for forty-eight 
other urban models. 
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Sociological Dependent Variable Causal Models 
Causal models, as used in the social sicences, are models involving 
one way causation and can be handled by recursive sets of equations. 
These models provide a heuristic device for broadening the scope of 
simple regression approaches that conunonly focus on a single dependent 
variable. In the social sciences, the causal models are used as a sys-
tematic way out of the impasee reached when trying to bridge the gap 
between research theories, on the one hand, and research techniques on 
the other. 
·Blalock (9), in 1971, edited some excellent papers concerning causal 
models in the social seiences. References are made to three or more 
variable causal models. Methods of analyzing these models with path 
analysis are given. Path analysis is a way of depicting regression equa-
tions by a simple diagram. Path analysis is similar to the kinetic model 
or general engineering systems block diagram. which facilitates the 
writing of differential equations with ease. One of the papers presented 
in Blalock is "Deductions From Axiomatic Theory". The term axiomatic, as 
it is used here, refers to a set of propositions which summarize the 
knowledge in a given field and can be used for finding further knowledge 
deductively. Using first order partial regression equations, the flow of 
causal mode.ls is determined. Zetterberg (95) is responsible for most of 
this deductive logic. 
Up to the present date, sociological scientists have not based their 
variables on axiomatic probability. In Chapter Five of this dissertation 
variable (causal) models are derived; but, for the first time, these 
models are based on the axiomatic concept of probability. As is stated 
in Buckley (13). "There were those who refused to give up hope of 
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successful axiomatization of 'personal probability', so as to extend the 
strictly objectivistic view adhered to by the majority". This resulted in 
an interesting formulation by Savage (70). This formulation deals with 
personal probability (in decision-making). It does not deal with trying 
to establish a probabilistic basis for the variable models. 
The research here structures, constructs an axiomatic space, and 
determines the sensitivity of what are hoped to be.the new causal models 
in urban research. 
CHAPTER III 
DEMOGRAPHIC AND EDUCATIONAL SECTORS 
OF URBAN MODEL 
Introduction 
As described before, the model is divided into four major sectors. 
These sectors are Demographic, Residential, Education, and Industrial (or 
Economic). The first three are used as growth indices and are constructed 
before the economic sector because their growth.provides the propensity 
for economic growth in the socio-economic system being modeled. The sys-
tem described by this model is, as stated before, confined to a minority 
conununity. In this model, the Negro community is discussed whenever an 
example is employed. 
Demographic Sector 
In the demograhpic sector, the population is divided into five cate-
gories. They are blue-collar endogenous (BCI), blue-collar exogenous 
(BCE), white-collar endogenous (WCI), white-collar exogenous (WCE) and 
the unemployed sub-sector (UEMP). 
Blue- and white-collar endogenous are those people, who work for 
industry which is endogenous to the minority being modeled. Blue- and 
white-collar exogenous individuals.are thereby defined as the category of 
individuals who are employed by firms or institutions not owned within 
the minority. The unemployed sector is very important. This sector is 
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composed of those individuals who are chronically unemployed as well as 
temporarily unemployed individuals. 
Within each one of these categories, there are several phenomena 
which have to be dealt with in order to describe the movement between 
categories. These are the following: 
(1) births and deaths; 
(2) new households formed or dissolved as a result of: 
(a) migration into the area; 
(b) migration out of tbe area; 
(c) promotion which allows economic mobility from one category 
to another; and 
(d) decay of existing industry. 
Birth-Death Sub-Model 
To properly handle the births and deaths, which will have to be al-
located for each demographic category, a sub-model is used in the 
following manner. Births or deaths are computeci for each economic cate-
gory and allocated to the various categories at the end of each year. 
This process is repeated annually in order to generate the age distribu-
tion for each unit of time within the model. 
The basic birth-death sub-model is shown in Figure 6. By examining 
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Figure 6. Birth Death Sub-Model 
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N = Y + F + S (3 .4) 
where N is the total population at any time. 
In this research, difference equations will be used, primarily be-
cause the existing data bases are in discrete rather than continuous 
form. Therefore the equations must be converted into the form of 
difference equations. 
In order to accomplish this transformation, the continuous deriva-
tive must be ,approximated. 
First the definition of the derivative is recalled as being: 
dx 
x = dt = lim 
lit-+O 
x(t + lit) - x(t) 
lit 
(3. 5) 
By using this definition, the differential equations for the Birth-Death 
sub-model may be approximated, 
(3 .6) 
where 
k is the time index and in this model lit is one year. Therefore, 
with the various rates taken on a per-year basis, it is not necessary to 
carry it in further computation. Performing the same approximation for 





All of the variables correspond to their continuous counterparts in the 
Birth-Death model with the exception of w .. which provided the mechanis.m ' 1J . 
for movement between age groups. To define w .. , a possible age distribu-
1J 
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Figure 7. Age Distribution Dynamics 
The number of people who pass n2 is approximately 
z n - n 
( 1 - ( 2 2 1 ) Uz) 
where 
(3.11) 
Z = total under the distribution curve; 
z = average number of people in each year frqm n1 to n2; and n2-nl 





[l - (n2 - n1) · ~l (3.12) w .• = -----1J n2 - -n1 
BCI Model 
Using the previous model as an _overall basis, the ·.demographic model 
for each economic group.is formed. Each economic group is described in 
terms ,of a model within itself. Overall demographic projections are 
based on the ba~ic birth-death predictions •. 
The first economic group considered is made up of the blue-collar 
endogenous workers, previously denoted as BCI. These individuals (as de-
fined before) work for businesses within the minority economic sphere. 
There are several factqrs which affect the BCI; and other economic 
categories, which must be reflected.in the model .. They aJ;e: 
(1) births and deaths; 
(2) formation of-new households; 
(3) migration in; 
(4) migration out; 
(S) · mobility between economic c~tegories; an,d 
(6) new employment from ranks of .the unemployed, and the reverse 
process (6,24). 
The births and deaths are handled as shown .prev:i,ously using docu-. 
mented birth and mortality r~tes.rela'l:ed to the age and economic group 
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under consideration (44,60,61,62,73). 
New households will be formed whenever either or both of the follow-
ing conditions is met: 
(1) members of the Y group remain in the area (area here. connotes 
geographic region as well as minority status); and 
(2) heads of households migrate into the area. 
Throughout this study, households are the basic economic units and 
are numerated by head of household for simplification in the modeling 
process. 
Migration into a given spatial area is a result of several condi-
tions, but the most influential are listed below (6,47,78):. 
(1) supply of housing; 
(2) unemployment rate; 
(3) number of exogenous firms which support the specific economic 
groups; and 
(4) relative attractiveness of the urban.area. 
The supply of housing will be based on the housing vacancy function 
which is developed later in the residential sector. When the demographic 
sector is sillUllated in isolation, the housing vacancy rate in the census 
data is used (20). 
The percent unemployment is used as found in the data base (21,68, 
89). Projections of the exogenous unemploym~nt rate are inputs to the 
model and are entered as needed. As stated previously, the number of 
exogenous finns, which support specific economic categories, is a con-
stant in this research. This is. done to enable the ,study of the 
enqoge~ous .economic base. 
Net migration is expressed as the difference between migrat~on in 
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and out. The initial net migration is assumed,, whi,le migration in anQ. 
out.are functions of conditions.within the urban area. Migration in 
bears a direct rel~tion to housing supply, numQer of support~ng industri-
al firms, and a function .of the conununity projection index CPI (CPI·is a 
probabilistic measure of attractiveness of the urban.area, and is derived 
in C11iapter V. ) . In this model, the number of households that migrate·. . . . . . 
int;:o th.e area is a function of: housing vacancies, existing househol~s 
(HH) in the area, industri~l base; ~d the CPI. Migrat:j.on out is a func":' 
ti on of ~ in the area an.d the unemployment rate. 
Let EUn = number of heads of household. in an eccp.ol!lk unit in. the 
urban area where n = 1 for BC!, 2 for WCI; 3 for BCE; 4 for WCE and 5 for 
UEMP. 
Now expressing the .net migration rate.(NM) for each EU, we have ' . ·n· . 
where 
MI - MO n n 
EU 
MO =·migration out; and 
n 
MI = migration in. n 
n 
n=l, ..• ,s (3 .13) 
Let HY= housing vacancy.rate, TH= total housing supply, and-as-
sume a constant exogenous i~dustrial base (PEWIE) .such that PEWIE = O. 
PEWIE, is discussed in the indm~trial sec.tor (Chapter IV). Express 
• f (CPI) . • am 
n 
where amn is a calibration factor which adjusts the relative 
(3.14) 
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attractiveness of the urban area with respect to other areas to zero for 
initial migration patterns. 
Now 
5 
1 house] TH = (1 + HV) l [EU • n EU n=l n 
which gives 
MI = HV(l + HV)f (CPI) . EU • am n n n 
Let 





= 'lf · Eun 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
where S is a calibration factor which denotes the migration out given 
that an EU has an umemployment rate of one. For this model, S = 8 and is 
an assumption made by the author. NM has to be calibrated for zero net 
migi['ation with existing conditions in the urban area to reflect a neutral 
attractiveness with respect to·otlJ,er areas. For this case, 
NM 
n = 




For NM = O, MI =MO which produces, n n n 
UE • EU n n 










HV[l + HV]f(CPI)] 
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(3 .19) 
This formulation provides the urban model with a dependent finite 
source and sink for migration patterns. The source for each EU . . n, 
n = 1, ... , S, is am •EU and the control for the value which controls 
n n 
the flow is, HV[l + HV]f(CPI) and the control for the migration out is 
UEn/S. This is.illustrated in Figure 8. 
EU 
n 
HV(l+HV) f (CPI) 
Figure 8. Basic Economic Unit Model 
UE n 
Economic mobility between EU's is input as a variable which may be. 
changed to concur with existing opportunities .and policies. This vari-
able has two functions as well as two names. 
When the mobility occurs endogenous to the community, the variable 
is called the opportunity factor. When mobility occurs from categories 
which are endogenous to the con,ununity to those which are exogenous or be-
tween exogenous categories, the variable wiU be titled the limited 
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opportunities factor (LOF). These variables require careful formulation 
as they also vary with the eco~omic units, between which they control 
flow. 
Utilizing the previous relationships,. two block diagrams are con-
structed. Figure 9 illustrates the general internal structure of each 
economic unit.category, with particular reference to the BCI category.in 
this case. Figure 10 shows the overall structure of the BCI category. 
From the block diagrams, the equations are derived. The subscripts 
attached to the various age groups indicate the economic category. For 
1 Y Y for the nth t examp e, n = ca egory . The equations are, (for n = 1) 
. 
yl = -Yl(a12 + wYl) +bl • E 1 + b2 • E 1 + all (3. 20) 
. 
(3.21) El = -El(a14 + WEl) + WYl • y + al3 1 
. 
Fl = -Fl(al6 + WFl) + WEl • E + 1 alS (3.22) 
. 
(3. 23) su = -Sll (wSll + usu) + WFl . Fl + al7 
. 




BCI = -BCI[LOF1 + OF2 + DE1] + OF1 • UEMP (3.26) 
BCI(O) is the initial condition for the differential equation (3.26). 
The a . , j = 1, .•• , 7 are functions .of the migration ftmctions dis-
nJ 
cussed earlier. 
The symbol an8 = (l/number of individuals per householdn). The re-
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an7 = O unless studying migration patterns of older ho~seholds and is 
used as an experimental constant when needed. The constant is an7 = 0 in 
this research. a and y are the fraction of-the Y population which is 
undergoing migration (expressed in ages). 
Y as:e span 
a = (Y .+ E} age span (3 .33) 
E 
y =-y + E. (3. 34) 
The remaining constants and variables .are, 
(3.35) 
u 
wEl = (!) (1 - ( ~ 1 )4) (1 - DOR1) (3. 36) 
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= c.1..H1 - tFl) 25) 25 2 (3.37) 
1 u 
WSll = C20) Cl - ( ~ 1 )20) (3. 38) 
UYl = .003 (3.39) 
UEl = .0023 (3.40) 
uFl = .0079 (3 .41) 
usu = .0279 (3.42) 
US12 = .005 (3.43) 
bl = .0231 (3.44) 
b = 2 .0158 (3.45) 
The birth rates are from the Oklahoma Department of Health and Kiser 
(44,60,61,62). The death rates are from other vital statistics (73). 
The parameters LOF and DOR are explained in Chapter V. The OF 
factor is conditioned on the growth of endogenous business. Forming the 
OF variable, we have the follow~~g. 
OF = f (PIWI, EU per PIWI) (3.46) 
where PIWI (discussed in Chapter IV) are firms endogenous to the area. 




where EUn/PIWI is a constant derived from the data base (50). If the 
growth in PIWI is zero or negative, the OF factor assumes a constant 
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value conditioned on normal declining employment. (DE). DE is a constant 
conditioned on an assumed attrition rate of workers due to not wanting to 
work, sickness, welfare pays more than their job, etc. 
Before proceeding to the remaining categories, conversion of the BCI 
differential equations to difference form and a matrix notation will be 
developed. Rewriting the differential equations, we have: 
along with, 
(3.53) 
where BCI(O) is the initial condition for the difference equation. 
SCI(k+l) = BCI(k)[l - [LOF1 + OF2 + DE1]] + OF1(k)UEMP(k) . (3.54) 
At each increment in time, BCI(k) is updated and helps to form the 
EU1 for the next increment in time. That is, 
BCI(k+l) = 6EU1(k) + BCI(k) (3.55) 
For the next increment in time, the 6EU1 (k) is allocated to each age 
group in accordance with its former age distribution. 
Representing the.age groups in an economic unit in matrix form, we 
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y (k) n -(ein2+wYn) b2 bl 0 0 
E (k) n WYn -(a +w ) n4 En 0 0 0 
/::,. F (k) = 0 WE -(an6+wFn) 0 0 n n .. 
snl (k) 0 0 WFn -wSll 0 
sn2Ck) 0 0 0 wsu -uS12 
~Yn(k) anl 
En (k) a n3. 
F (k) + (ins (3.56) n . 
snl(k) a n7· 
sn2(k) 0 
The matrix equation (3. 56) is represepted in .. matrix notation as, 
·! 
D.EU (k) = [A(ei ,w,,b 1,b 2,u8 )]EU (k) + [B(a )] ...--rl n n · n . 'fl n ...--rl n (3 .. 57) 
WCI Model 
The remaining categories of the demographic sector are derived using 
the previous results derived for the blue collar endogenous sector. 
The block diagram prese~ted in Figur~ 9 ~ill be conceptually the 
same with the exception of .the necessary constants which have to.change 
to reflect the changing economic situation. , The overaU block diagram 
will change. however and is shown in Figure ll. This represents the 
white collar endogenous (WCI) employee who normally works inside of the 
geographical area in. which he lives and, for the most part; is manager.or 
owns a type of firm which.is the employer of the economic categ~ry BCI. 
This firm is the minority firm and will be labelled PIWI,. More will be 
BCI x ..,., 
\.OF2 
WCIUE-~--
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said about characterization of firms in Chapter IV. 
The equations for the WCI category are presented, noting that the .. 
form. of the equations is similar to the BC! category and abbreviated in 
matrix form. 
Writing the equations for Figure 11, we have the following for n = 2, 
WCI = -WCI(DE3 + DE4) + OF2 • BC! + UPl • WCIUE 
where. 
DE = declining employment; 
n 
UP = upward mobility in employment; and 
n 




The variable coefficients w and a are as stated before with possi-n n 
ble differences occuring in death rates, birth rates and density per 
household. 
Presenting these results in difference equation form gives, 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
WCI(k+l) = WCI(k)]l-(DE3+DE4)]+0F2(k)•BCI(k)+UP1·WCIUE(k) .(3.63) 
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BCE Model 
The next economic category to be considered is made up of Blue Col-
lar Exogenous (BCE) individuals. The.se employe.es work outside of the . 
community in which they live and are employed by a different type of firm 
than the firms discussed previously, which employ the BCI. This firm 
(PEWIE) is different with respect to the profit and wage distribution 




BCE = -BCE(LOF2 + DE2) + LOF3 • UEMP + LOFl • BC! (3 .66) 
Again, the variable coefficients w and a (n = 1, 2, ••• )have · n n 
possibly changed due to differences in birth:-death rates and density per 
household. Converting the contii:i,uous.differential equations into differ-




BCE(k+l) = BCE(k)[l-(LOF2(k)+DE2)]+LOF3(k)•UEMP(k)+LOF1(k)•BCI(k).(3.69) 
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The remaining economic category.of employed that has be be modeled 
is comprised of the white collar exogenous (WCE). These individuals 
represent professional employment in industries (PEWIE) not managed by 
the minorities. Their place of residence is. normally within the minority 
neighborhood because of possible restrictions to their locating elsewhere 
in regards to· housing. · This could cll;ange however, because of the fair 
housing practices being implemented and with these changes the spatial 
patterns for black conununi ties, as well as the econoJ:\1.iC structure, would 
change. The integration index (see Chapter V) would be increased thereby 
increasing the exogenous opportl.µlity factors.which should cause an in-
crease in the hiring of the minority. 
The firms for which the WCE and BCE individuals work are industries 
whose prqfi t/wage distribution far exceeds that of the.minority owned 
firms, in both size and effectivity concerning the formulat~on of public 
policy. 
The equations ·which control this economic category are similar in 
structure with the exception of the values of constants and variables. 
B¥ examining Figure 13, we arrive at .the equations.which control the 
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where the a. and w constants are as explained before. The LOF2 is 
derived in Chapter V but perhaps a. word of explanation should accompany 
the choice of the constant (exogenously adjusted) DES. This is similar 
to other DEn (n = 1, 2, ••• ) variabhs and is derived from existing 
employment statistics for this economic category (21). 




l:iWCE(k) = -WCE(k) • DES+ LOF2(k) • BCE(k) (3. 7S) 
UEMP Model 
The last economic category to be modeled in the demographic sector 
is the unemployed. This category.is-considered to be one of the most 
significant in that it contains most of the people in a poverty status. 
This might be a temporary situation or the chronic poverty in which so 
many people are entrenched. This category does not contain the retired 
even though they may well be in poverty status. The block diagram is 
shown in Figure 14. The blue collar endogenous. and exogenous. have access 
to a common unemployed sector while the white collar endogenous.and 
ex()genous Jtave. a common unemployed sector •. These two sectors of unem-
l'loyment do not intera~t. This was done to facilitate better handling_ of 
the unemployment of prbfessional and managerial people. 
Migration of unemployed individuals into an are~ is dependent upon . . 
different factors.than those used for the other.economic categories. The 
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factors to be used in this model are: 
(1) low-income housing vacancy rate; and 
(2) low-income maintenance (employment). 
These causal factors compare with the other factors which cause immigra-
tion in that they are supportive housing and employment. As an example 
consider the implications of no income. Without this support, it would 
be ridiculous to assume.a sustained flow of.unemployed people into an 
area. Occasionally one hears of relatives supporting new households be-
cause. of unemployment, but this cannot·exist for a prolonged period of 
time. The economic burden of taking care of the average frunily is too 
much even for the relatively well-off. 
The unemployment already present in a conum.mi ty tends to give rise 
to more.unemployment. This is often overstated in the "principle" that 
pove;rty breeds poverty (58). To reverse the logic, a well.,..to-do conununi-
ty completely employed will not attract the unemployed because the latter 
cannot properly compete for the limited resources keeping in mind that 
there is a great disparity in the income. 
The available low-cost housing plays a crucial role in that there 
should be some minimal-cost housing which individuals on welfare can ac-
quire. In recent years, this has assumed the form of federal low-cost 
housing projects. (Whether or not these low-cost housing projects are 
good for any specific urban area can not be stated as fact at this point 
in time (58).) 
The unemployed individuals in the WCI and WCE unemploypi~nt sub-
sector are numerated along with all other unemployment remain with their 
respective economic groups in the sense that they are in their distinct 
e.conomic category pool, because of the vast differences in qualifications 
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of those in these pools. 
Now by examining Figure 14, the mathematical relationsh:tps for tbe 
unemployed are derived. 
(3.76) 
with 
UEMP (O) = [Y 5 (0) +Es (0) +Fs (O)+SSl (0) ]c:t5g+WCIUE (0) +WCEUE (0) (3. 77) 
uEMP = -UEMP [LOF 3+0F 1] + DE1 •BC I+ DE2 • BCE+WC iUE+WCEUE+ JJ1 G ~~~J wEn •En 
(3. 78) 






..,,...l_....,.DO_,,..,.,..R- • WEn • En 
n 
is the number of ind.ividuals not cc;>mpleting the educational process each 
year. The remaining equations are: 
. 
WCIUE = DE 3 • WCI UP1 • WCI (3.79) 
. 
WCEUE = DES • WCE - UP2 • WCE (3.80) 
The variable coefficients wn an4 ctn (n = 1, 2, ... ) are as stated 
before with differences occ4rring in death rates and density in house-
hold. 




UEMP(k) = [YS(k)+E5(k)+F5(k)+SSl(k)]aS8+WCIUE(k)+WCEUE(k) (3.82) 
l S OORn (k) 
+ l\WCI$(k)+ 2 l 1-00R (k) • ~En·E~ (k) 
n=l · n 
(3.83) 
where 
WCEUE(k+l) = WCEUE(k) + WCE(k)[DE3 - UP1) (3.84) 
WCIUE (k+ 1) = .WCIUE (k) + WCI (k) [DES - UP 2] .(3.8S) 
Educational Sector Model 
The completion of the demographic sector paves the way for other 
sectors.to be.modeled •. The next sector consists of the educational 
process. 
The reason for developing the educat~onal sector is to enable the 
model to show the effects of an efficient or deficient educational pro-
cess. Many philosophers have tho~ght.for some time tQ.at with more edµca-
tion of the masses, there would be a drastic reduction in manr of .the 
current urban problems (36,39,66,86). Certainly, this is not the com7 
-plete answer, but by incorporating education into the model, some of its 
effects can be studied. 
The educational·sector is embedd~d within the demographic sector. 
This is done because the enumeration of-school age people. must be fairly 
accurat~ in order to properly represent the movement into and out.of the 
educational process. 
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From the demographic sector, we obtain the numbers of children in 
the educational system. The total number of individuals in the educa-. 
tional system is the sum of each educationai variable in.each economic 
category. The educational sector is shown.as a system in Figure 15. 
This diagram i~ a composite of all educational systems within each eco-
nomic category. 
It is assumed here that if an individual completes the educational 
process, he will either remain in the community to form.a household and 
join the .labor force, or he will migrate from the area. Failure in the 
educational process routes an individual into the ranks of the unemployed. 
Forming the differential equations, we have, 
. 
E2 = -E2[a24 + wE2] + wY2 • y2 +·a23 
. 
En = -En[a2n + wEn] + wYn • Yn + an3 
and for this model .n = 1, 2, ... , 5, where wE . is'· 
n 
where 
UE = death rate; 
n 






The DOR function is modeled in Chapter V. Again an approximation for 
the death rate effect has been used to provide the transport mechanisms 
from the sector. The difference equations in general form are 
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6E (k) = [1-[a 4+wE ]]E (k) + a 3 -n n n -n n n=l, .•• ,s (3.90) 
and the total number of individuals (E) in the education~! process is~ 
5 
E(k) = l En(k) 
n=l 
(3.91) 
This completes the Demographic and Educational sectors leaving the 
Residential and Industrial sectors to be considered in Chapter IV. 
Introduction 
CHAPTER IV 
RESIDENTIDAL AND INDUSTRIAL SECTORS 
OF URBAN MODEL 
Residential Sector 
To present a proper perspective of the distribution of wealth within 
a conununity, an appraisal must be made of the housing within the .area. 
To accomplish this requires a demonstration of knowledge of the economic 
(supply and demand) dynamics which are incorporated in the housing sector. 
On the demand side for housing, there exist several important fac-
tors .(SS). They include: (1) number of.households; (2) vacancies; (3) 
mortgage loan interest; and (4) construction costs (SS). Certainly the 
number of .households are an indicator of demand. If the population in-
creases, then it is natural that the supply of housing must increase, 
approximately in a direct propo+tion. 
At this time .a point should be raised concerning how the housing 
proj ec;:tions will take place. Many econqmists and demographers use the 
economic base analysis concept in which the projections for housing are 
c0nditioned on the employment available (64,91). In this research, 
housing estimates will be conditioned on, demographic projections which 
rely heavily on available employment. This, however, is only one portion 
of the complex housing demand question. · 
S9 
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The existing vacancies constitute another influence on demand. If 
there were no vacancies, an immediate shortage in housing would result, 
creating a demand for construction as well as raising the price of what 
could be construed to be a scarce resource. If there were a large number 
of vacancies, then demand for construction would be virtually zero. 
The items listed as being influences on demand are only a portion of 
the total, which include taxes, availability of mortgage financing, etc. 
In this model, the factors used are those which are believed to have the 
most relevance with respect to minority housing. As an example, consider 
what happens if there is an increase in taxes on real estate. The price 
of housing either directly in the tax or indirectly in rent increases, 
would automatically increase. Therefore, to show the effects of taxation, 
it suffices to show the effects of increasing housing prices and for the 
homeowner, each is an increase in the average expense to live. The 
interest and availability of mortgage loans also have a decided impact on 
the kind of housing minority classes can 'afford. One way to restrict the 
movement of minorities into an exclusive neighborhood is to restrict the 
flow of mortgage funds which apply to a particular residential area or 
type of housing. 
The cost of construction which affects the price of housing directly 
must also be considered. As construction costs increase, the price of 
housing increases which hinders a family's ability to purchase, if in-
creases are not offset by increases in income. The ability of families 
to pay for housing is directly linked with the Industrial Sector. This 
is apparent from the fact that as more exogenous jobs are created, more 
income flows into the area and the purchasing power of the minority 
community is increased. 
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Tilis completes the demand function leaving the supply function to be 
dealt with. The supply of housing is modeled by a source dependent upon: 
(l} existing housing in the area; (2) increase in population; and (3) 
exogenously desired vacancy rate (55). Expressing the actual vacancy 
rate (AVR) as a function of existing and incremental households and 
existing housing gives the following: 
where 
5 
[(TH+ NH) - l (EU + AEU )] 
n=l n n 
AVR = -----------------------------(TH +.NH) 
TH = total housing units; 
EU = economic unit (n = 1, 
n 
2 5) : , ... , , 
NH = new housing structures; and 
(4.1) 
AEU = E (k+l) 
n n 
En (k) where k is the time index \(in years) in the 
model. 
The model is supplied with an exogenous.desired vacancy rate (DVR) 
which the housing sector attempts to satisfy, DVR is discussed in Ap-
pendix A. When the urban model is operating, the housing sector compares 
the DVR and AVR and if DVR<AVR new construction is zero. If the DVR>AVR, 
new construction occurs. 
Expressing NH as a function of .DVR and AVR, 
EU 
NH = IDVR - AVRjTH • f( . n ) • FR1i 
l EUn 
9, = 1, 2 (4. 2) 
where new construction satisfies a fraction of the jDVR - AVRI leaving 
DVR>AVR. This is done to satisfy the assumption that the construction 
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industry has imperfect inform~t:j.on about the housin~ market, i.e., th.e 
number of houses to construct, and does.not s~tisfy AVR = DVR. The 
f (EUn/l EUn) is chosen to favor .,building for the economic unit which mqst 
supports a particular tri>e of .housing .. Therefore the· dependent source Nl:f 
in Figure 16 consists. of TH • f(EUr/l .EUn) whe.re the valve control is 
IDVR - AVRI. 
The constan.t FR1 is the fraction of ·the tot~l economic units which 
own or rent their home where JI. equal~ one.for h~meowners and two fqr 
renters. 
Usin~ the previously described supply and demand functions, the 
residentiai sector is formed arounc;l thes.e princiP,les. The,supply anq 
demand functions :vary through time partly because of lags in con.struction 
and expected vacancies. 
In the .residential sector, four types of housing are ca:tegorized. 
They are: (1) single .family units > $15,000 [SF>lS]; (2) single .family 
units < $15,000 [SF<l5]; (3) rental units [RU]; and (4) slums [SH]. 
The first three are self-explanatory but the ,last .item.requires con-. 
siderable discussion., In this model; slums. comprise that; area wher.e 
there is a high concentrat~on of low-inco.me households, unemployment, and 
excessive age of. stru·ctures. The slum neighborhood is not mea~mred as, a 
. ' . 
specific area~ but is compriseq of a certa~n·ec<?nomic strata (68,89). 
In this model, the Tric~le-Down Theory will l;>e u~ed (34,64,88). 
This theory. means that premium .housing eventtJ,aUy decays and after a 
period of. ~ecades becomes. lower priced housing. In this manner hoqsing 
is provided for the economically disadvantaged br low~r. inca~e groups,, 
and in some cases, this is the only manner in which the.ir housing is 
derived. 
@ X { SF>l5 ) X .. SF<l5 
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The block diagram for SF>l5 is shown in Figure 16. The coefficient 
H12 is ,arranged such that H12 = IDVR - AVRI if DVR>AVR and zero 
elsewhere. 
The source (NH) which was,derived previously is a,function of exist-
ing housing, and minority population. The control value for tnis source 
is a function of AVR and DVR. The state variable equation from Figure 
16 is, 
[SF;l5] = -H3[SF>l5] + Hl2 • NHl ( 4. 3) 
4 
l EU 
n=l n NH1 = 5 TH • FR1 (4 .4) 
l EU 
n=l n 
where FR1 = .573 (20) for the Oklahoma City SMSA and equa1s fraction of 
hous~holds who own. their houses. For tne derivation of H3 , see Appendix 
A. 
H3 = f (physical life expectancy of structure, 
educational ratio of occupying household) 
Conversion of the differential equation into difference form pro-
duces, 
[SF>l5](k+l) = [SF>l5](k)(l - H3) + (H12)NH1 (k) (4.5) 
6S 
SF<lS Model 
The next category of housing is similar to the higher cost housing, 
the major difference being that_the supply is partially determined by the 
decline in.stock of the SF>lS category which was just discussed. A block 
diagram of th.is new category which cqnsists of single family housing less 
than $1S,OOO (SF<lS) is shown.in Figure 17. 
All inputs to this category are similar with the exception of re-
placement housing. Replacement units are dependent upon urban renewal 
and sociological trends of a given urban area. As an exaJ!!.Ple, in an 
urban area which is less than SO years old, the tendency to renovate 
housing is generally less than a city which is 200 years old, simply be-. 
cause the land area .available for construction has dwindled tremendously 
in the latter. The parameter H4 equa.ls I DVR - AVR I for DVR>AVR, and zero 
otherwise. 
HS (see Appendix A for derivation) is a function of physical life 
expectancy of the structures coupled with the educational level of the 
occupants. HS has a shorter age __ factor (30 years) before the filtering 
effect transports the .structures to slum housing. 
The finite dependent source NH2 is dependent upon existing economic 
units and housing is the following expression: 
l EU 
n=l,S n NH2 = s TH • FR1 (4. 6) 
l EU 
n=l n 
From Appendix A, H6 = 0 until social programs dictate a change. 
(4. 7) 
SFAM >15 * .,, 
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Figure 17. SF<lS Compartment Model 
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from Appendix A. Writing the equations ,for Figure 17, 
[SF~lS] = -[SF<lS] • H5 + H3 • [SF>lS] + H4 • NH2 + H6 • SH . (4,8) 
In dif feren.ce form, the results are 
[SF<lS](k+l) = [SF<l5](k)(l-H5)+1:13•[SF>l5](k)+H4 •NH2 (k}+H6 •SH(k) . (4 .. 9) 
Rental Model 
This category. of housing, for the. m0st ,part'· contains apartment or 
project dwellings, normally nrul tif amily uni ts. The importance of thei.r 
inclusion into the model is evident when you take into considerat;.ion that 
the census (20,49) for tl:ie year 1970, shows.8,148 own~r occupied units 
and. 6,632 renter occupied units in. the Oklahoma City SMSA, which means 
that 42.7% of the minority rent their housing. 
In some respects~ the wealth or lack of it of an et;hnic group may be 
determined by the number. of rental unit~ it occupies .. This is a measure 
of capi ~al retention .in· a spatial area in. that weal th normally flows , 
entirely.from the area in the ,case of rentals, and is partially retained 
in owner-occupied housing. 
The variables which affect t~is category of hou5ing are similar to 
owner-occupied units, but differ in that the inQ.ependent investors exam-
ine the demand equation in greater detail in order to assure a reasonable.· 
rate of return.on his inve,stment. In spite of this caution, rental va-
cancy rates are frequently ten _times that. of owner. occupied categories. 
A block diagram is shown in Figure 18. New construction is depend-
en,t upon demand which is a function 0£: (1) rental vacancy rates;.· (2) 
increase in cons\;ructiqn costs; and (3) increase in minority households 
' - ;< L• ' 
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One of the phenomena which llUlSt be dealt with when modeling the. 
housing se.ctor is the choice that the .individual makes to rent or buy 
when he moves into the urban sector. In this model percentages 1 based on. 
initial conditions 1 determ.ine the division between owner-occl,lpied, housing 
and rentals 1 with the change in this . di vision· dependent upon. inC(reasing 
the higher economic strata in the community. In. this .model 1 this is an 
exogenous parameter 1 and will be changed in future res~arch. As the 
fract~on of higher paid individuals is increased 1 more income will flow 
into the area 1 more .houstng capital wil,l be .retained 1 and as a consequence 
there will be more capital growth in the minority comllUlnit:r. 
In Figure 18 1 (NR) new rental units is shown as a finite dependent 
source. This source is dependent upc;m existing rental housing and the 
fraction of .households which support this category. The source NR is 
expressed as 1 
4 
l · · ~n~1 







where FR2 = .427 for the Oklahoma City SMSA and equals the fraction of 
households in rental units (20 1 49). 
The equations describing the rental units are derived by examining 
Figure 18. They are 
. 
RU = -RU • H9 + H7 • NR + Hg • SH (4.ll) 
where 
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H7 - I DVR - AVR I if DVR>AVR and zero elsewhere; 
H8 =urban renewal; this .is derived in Appendix A and equals (1/60); 
and 
Hg = transport mecha.I).ism derived in Appendix A and equals 
x 
1/.80 [ (E/E0) 2]. 
Presented in difference form, 
(4.12) 
Slum Model 
Hous,ing eventually declines from its .initial standard to that qf 
. slum housing. This category of hous.ing, by its presence is clearly the 
mos,t important indicator of the lack of eGonomic and social well being. 
Slums are fo17med by de~eri0ration o:f physical structures aIJ.d economic 
depravation working in c01~junction with social restriction. The block 
diagram of this housing category is shown in Figure lg, 
where 
The equation desc~ibing this model is, 
(4 .13} 
H6 ,,:~H8 , H10 = urban renewal parameters. (derived in Appendix ·A); 
H6 = 0 in the absence of urban renewal; 
H8 = (1/60) as derived in Appendix A; 
H10 = (1/60) as derived in Appendix A; and 
H5 and Hg have been explained in cQnnection with othe~ hous.ing. 
Converting this to difference. form .. we have, 
SH(k+l) = SH(k)[l-(H6+H8+H10)] + H5 • [SF<lS](k) + H9 • RU(k) .(4.14) 
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f~WIE and PIWI Compartment Mqdel 
Of utmost importance is the business or industrial sector in, any 
economy. It is the means by which all economic units derive their sus-
tenance. The availability of jobs is one of the dominant influences 
which causes migration into or out,of any urban co~plex. 
Within the industrial sector, th.ere will be two types of firms or 
industries. The industries are characterized here by the financial flow 
of. their profits. They are either profits exogenous (PE) or profits 
e~dogenous (PI). The PE firms pays wages both exogenoi.Js and endogenous, 
but is characterized by exogenous owi;iership. The profits exogenous firm 
provides less income retention within the minority economic sphere. Some 
geographers.and ecenomists have expressed a belief1 that the way to raise 
the standard of living "'.ithin an underdeveloped count:i;y is by the reten-
tion of real income, through the creation of demand for the products and 
services produced by that country (1 ,;26 ,68). This analogy can be applied 
to the minority group and the assumption was made th~t its economic 
development. is similar to that of an uq.derdeveloped country. 
The.firm with profits endogenous is a minoritr owned firm. The 
creative and sustaining economic a.rld social forces for this type,of firm 
are intricate, as charact~rized by its high failure rate, l~ck of capi-
tal, small numbers and limited access to the econoll1ic marketplace (17, 
38,65,68,82). The author believes that the future of economic growth 
within the minority community will be largelr.dependent on the success or 
failure of these finns. 
Within the industrial sec.tor there are. several phenmµena which have 
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to be modeled. They are: (1) new minority firms due to mature firms 
reinvesting; (2} n_ew minority firms due to local entrepreneureship and 
government intervention; and (3) high failure·rates. 
For this model the two kinds -of firms treated as state variables are 
PEWIE (profits exogenous, wages endogenous and exogenous) and PIWI 
(profits endogenous and wages endoge:q.ous). Th~ employees which they sup-
port were established in Chapter III. In this research effort, the num-
ber of PEWIE firms is assumed constant while the number of PlWI firms is 
varied. The PEWIE firms are constant in this research effort, but if one 
wishes to study the effects of growth of exogenous firms, the ratio 
PEWIE(k+l)/PEWIE(k) is inserted in the migration in equation in the 
demqgraphic sector fo.r economic categories .BCE and WCE. This would alter 
the calibration constant 11m in the net ._migration equation. In the Okla-
n 
homa.City Area, there are estimated 146 PIWI firms (64). This amounts to 
approximately 3% of the .total industry there. 
In accord with Figure 20, the equation which describes the PEWIE 
firm is developed. It is~ 
where 
. 
PEl'{IE = -FA • PEWIE + OR • S . 1 1 
OR1 • S = rate of increase due to new indus.trial firms; and 
FA1 = average fa~lure rate. 
In difference form, 
PEWIE(k+l) = PEWIE(~)[l - FA1] + OR1 • S(k) 
(4.15) 
( 4 .16) 
The block diagram for PIWI type firms is shown in Figure 21. There 
are two states shown on the diagram. The first is new minority business 
PEWIE 
FAil-URE 
OR1 · S : NEW FIRMS/ YEAR 
FA1 : FAILURE RATE 











UB1 : NORMALLY I 
UB2 : FAILURE RATE FOR STARTING MINORITY BUSINESSES 
UB3 : AGE FACTOR FOR BECOMING MATURE BUSINESS 
UB4 : FAILURE RATE FOR MATURE MINORITY BUSINESS 
U 85 : BUSINESS REINVESTMENT PARAMETER 
NF : f (~EU, EXISTING Fl RMS) 




and the second is mature minority business, defined as that business 




By examining the block diagram, the equations are: 
. 
PIWI = -PIWI(UB2 + UB3) + UB1 • NF+ UBS • MPIWI 
. 
MPIWI = -MPIWI • UB4 + UB3 • PIWI 









UB 1 • NF = new firms generated as a function of existing firms and 
minority population, 




+ MPIWI (0) 
EU (0) 
n 
PIWI(O) + MPIWI(O) = 146 as stated previously; 
UB2 = . 3S (estimated failure of endogenous firms; . 
UB3 = l/S [1- (UB/2) S]; 
UB4 = .01 (assumed failure rate of mature endogenous firms; and 
UBS = .087 (assumed and is experimental value of new firms due to 
reinvestment of mature;firms. 
The parameters UB2, UB4, and UBS are estimated values because there was 
no available data base which dealt with these parameters. 
This completes the discussion of the urban model and paves the way 
for developing causal model in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER V 
PROBABILISTIC CAUSAL MODELS 
Introduction 
Causal models are used to model social cqnditions and present a sys-
tematic way out.of the impasse reached when trying to bridge social re-
search theory and technique ... These models will be base:rd on novel concepts 
of p~obability and structures are presented for these models based on 
sensitivities of th.e modeled variable. Throughout.this chapter, the con-
cept of probability is used as a mathema'(:ical basis. It is therefore 
necessary that the theory be reviewed, 
Probability Theory 
The axiomatic definition of probability will be used (56). To 
understand the axiomatic definition sev~ral concepts will be needeQ.. For 
a given experiment we denote by n the certain event. This is the event 
that occurs in every trial. Given two .events·a and S, then a+ S denotes 
the event that occurs if a or S or both occur. a and S are mutually 
exc;lusive if the outcome of one.from a given trial excludes the occurrence 
of the other; In axiomatic probability theqry the probab~li ty of an 
event a is a number P (a) and P (a) obeys the .foll wing post~lates: 
P(a) > 0 





If a and S are mutually exclusive, then 
P(a + S) = P(a) + P(S) (5. 3) 
The theory of probability deals with the results of an experiment 
and with events defined in terms of these results. In some applications, 
complex experiments are formed from two or more experiments. To analyze 
these combined experiments, the Cartesian product space is used. 
This space is developed as follows: given two sets s1 and s2 
consisting of elements s1 and s 2, 
and 
an ordered pair (s 1,s2) can be formed as a new single element. If all 
such pairs were formed from the sets s1 and s2 then a new set s3 would 
be formed. This set s3 = s1 x s2 is the Cartesian product of s1 and s2 
and defines a Cartesian product space. 
Now given two experiments F1 and F2 with outcomes s 1 and s 2 from 
sets s1 and s2, we denote the probabilities of events from these two 
experiments by P1 (s1) and P2 (s 2), respectively. The occurrence of both 
experiments provide a new experiment, F3 , whose outcomes are all pairs of 
objects (sl's 2). 
By forming the space s3 = s1 x s2, the combined experiment is writ-
ten in the form of F1 x F2 = F3. In the experiment F3, events are all 
subsets s3 of the form a x S where a and S are events defined on the 
experiments F1 and F2. To complete the specification of the experiment 
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F3 , the probabilities of its various events are defined as: 
P(a x S) = P(a)P(Sia) (5 .4) 
where 
PCS la) is the probability of the conditional event S, given a 
(5.5) 
(5. 6) 
If the experiments F1 and F2 are independent then, 
P(a x S) = P(a)P(S) (5.7) 
It should be noted that given multiple independent events a1 , a2 , .•• ,an 
then 







This introduces the concept of independence and the concept of axiomatic 
probability, and forms the basis for most of the ensuing discussion. For 
more discussion of the concepts of probability, the reader is directed, 
for example, to Papoulis (56). 
Model Structure 
The modeling of critical socio-economic variables (SEV) is under-
taken with concepts founded in probability and engineering. There are 
three structures for models introduced and they are similar to switching 
networks in their logic, 
Series Model 
The series model is shown in Figu~e 22. 
of success and Pf for probability of failure. 
P stands for probability s 




Figure 22. Se:r:ies ,Causal Model 
The fl~w through of the model is perfect,if Ps = 1 and; zero for 








Each component of the SEV causal model is modeled to define a chan-
nel. of possible flow, Intuitively, if a parameter of the SEV must be 
satisfied for flow through the system to occur, then it should be in 
series. If a parameter of a SEV is an alternq.tive means of success, it 
should be modeled in parallel. 
A multivariable series .model is shown in Figure 23. 
Figure 23. Multi-Parameter.Series Causal Model 






Now P is a function of only one x. (where x. is the urban area parame-si · 1 1 , 
ter being modeled probal;>ilistically)J and: represents a variable .whic~ 
varies between 0 and 1 in a given urban :.system. Therefore) 
P · = f (x.) s. 1 i=lJ ..• ,n 
1 





aP(s) s. = • __J_ 
aP ax. 
J s. J 
J ' 
n. 
'IT p aP 
i=l 
s. s. 
l __J_ = . p ax. 's. J 
J 













Using the.properties of differentials when all but oi:ie variable is held. 





= __J_ p 
s. 
J 





sensitivity. The definition of sensitivity SP(~) for all models ,is (81), 
p 








and is a measure of sensitivity of P(s} with respect_to P Using 
Si 
Equation (5.20}, the sensitivity for tJ?-e series model is, 
p p 




For a further discussion of the cqncepts of sensitivity, the reader is. 
referred to Su (81). This equation says that a percentage change in Ps. 
J ' 
yields an equal percentage change in P(s). This is moderately sensitiv:e 
as.we will se~ with the analysis of other mqdel structures. 
Parallel Model . 
A parallel model is shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. Parallel Causal Model 
The transfer function for the parallel probabilistic model is, 
n 
P (s) = · l ... 1T 
i=l 
(1 - p ) s. 
1 
In order to examine sensitivities ,of the model structure~ partial cl.iffer-




P = f(x.) s. 1 i = ,1, 2, .... , n (5. 23} 
1· 
there is a one to one . correspondence between P and x1. implied by s. 
1 
Then taking the a/ax., and .. since ap /ax. = 0, i '/: j '· 













'rT (1 - p ) 
aP(s) = i=l si, 
ax. 1 - P 
J s. J . 
aP s. 
• --1.. ax. 
J 





= 1 - P(s) • J. 
1 - P · ax.·· 
sj J 
Using the properties of differentials, 
ae s. 
ap (s) = J • 
1 - PCs) 1 - P s. 
J 
which c~ be written a~, 
aP(s) [ P(s) J 
P (s) 1 - P (s) 
aP [ P J s. s. - __J_ J - p . 1 - p . 
S; S. 
J J 











[ p J [ J sj 1 - P (s) 1 - Psj P(s) 
r1 
l_PTsr - 1] 











which is always the case. 
Series-Parallel Struct~re 
P(s) > P s. 
J 
, 




Figure 25. Series-Parallel Causal Model 
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Writing the transfer function for this structure gives, 
m [ m+n \l] P (s) = 1T p 1T (1 -s. i=l 1 j=m+l 
There are two sensitivities to be examined. 
p 
sk 
The first (S ) p(s) 
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(5. 32) 
equals the sensitivity encountered.when the variable is a series member 
. p 
of the model. 
sk 
The second (Sp(s)) equals the sensitivity encountered when 
the variable is a member of the parallel structure of the model. 
Case I Series Member. --·--
()p ClP 
()p (s) ()p (s) sk s. where 1 0 i , k = 
Clxk 
-= 
Clxk ()p axk 
sk 
(5. 33) 







ClP (s) P (s) sk = -· ax:-axk p sk k 
(5. 35) 





sk . -w- = 1 
sk 
which says that percentage changes in P (s) are equal to percentage 
changes in P 
sk 
(5. 36) 
Case II Parallel Member. Performing partial differentiation, 





aP (s) = 
a~ 

























where __1_ = 0 j ~ k 
axk. 
m+n 
1T (1 - p ) ap 
j=m+l s. sk J 
axk 1 - p 
sk 
P - P (s) s. 
1 
I psk J Ll -p sk 








sk ClP (s) 




















P(s) > P [ ~ P J 
- Sk i=l Si 




- 1 (S. 42) 
(S .43) 
(5. 44) 
There is a wide variation in sensitivity in the structures previously 
discussed. A comparison is made at this point and provides a guide for 
the intuitive SEV modeling which follows. 
The sensitivity for the series model, from Equation (5.21), 
(5 .45) 
The parallel model from Equation (5.31), 
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G+.-r- l] 
~~j - l] 
< 1 (5.46) 
For the series-parallel model, series arm 
(5.47) 
and for the series-parallel model, parallel arm 
p [i:!c.>-J sk 
SP (s) = < 1 
~~j - l] 
(5. 48) 
Between the parallel and series model, the series model is the more 
sensitive. A variable modeled in the series, arm of a series-parallel 
model has more impact than a variable in the parallel structure. 
Usi_ng the evaluations of sensitivity along with intuitive logic, and 
the concepts of axiomatic probability, the SEV variables DOR and LOF are 
now modeled, 
LOF Model 
In the development of the urban model, a variable was introduced as 
the LOF (l~mited opportunities factor). This variable is used to show 
the effect of obstacles faced by minorities, whether they be social or 
economic. The LOF variable modifies realtive economic mobility for the 
control of economic unit transfers from endogenous to exogenous jobs and 
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between exogenous jobs. The LOF variable is used to represent several 
phenomena which are intrinsic to the problems of the minority. They 
include: (1) average education level; and (2) discrimination. 
The educ~tion attained by an individual is self explanatory, but 
discrimination needs to be explicitly defined. 
Discrimination is assumed to be,a function of the following factors 
because they show a high correlation wit~ the degree and amount of dis-
crimination (10,25,59,87): (1) the percent educated (beyond high school) 
in the majority population (%ED) (10}; (2} the integration index (II) 
which is defined as one minus.the segregation inQ.ex as derived.by Taeuber 
(84); (3) the percent ultraconservative vote, (%CV) in the total popula-
tion (11); and (4) the ratio of minority to total urban population (MR). 
The first item, percent educated in the majority population is ad-
'dressed to the numeration of how many individuals have high school educa-
tion ,and beyond. The assumption here is. that it is less likely for 
prejudice to be demonstrated with more education. 
Certainly education is not, the only indicator of discri~ination, 
For this reason, the integr~tion index has been added. Barriers which 
seem unsurmountable even with advanced education often topple when people 
live in a cqmmon environment. Therefore, a measure of integration ,is 
introduced into the model, 
The ultra-conservative vote is included because experience suggests 
people who vote strictly ultra-conservative do not favor integration (11). 
At most, this is an indicator as to the degree of radal harmony which 
can or does exist. If every pefspn who is a member of t4e majorit;y race·. 
/ 
were to believe in racial segregation, then opportunities for m~nority 
race members would tend to be very small. 
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The ratio of minority to total population obviously gives informa-
tion relative to the relative number of members of a given minority that 
must exist in p.n area before a posi \;ive program is implemelJ.ted for equal. 
employment opportqnities. 
The LOF is a function of all four conditions and is :p.ow modeled 
using the concept of prob.ability of gaining employment as a result of the 
aforementioned factors. The LOF is form~d as a series-pqrallel causal 
model as shown in Figure 26. 
II 
Figure 26. LOF Causal Model 
This structure is intuitively.apparent upon.examination of the vari-
ables within the causal modeL Certainly the minority ratio should be a 
series component~ because if the model is applied to an urban.area in 
which there is no minority present then the minority ratio is one. 
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The other variables, %CV, II, and %ED are in parallel because they 
are alternative means for the minority of .achieving success ,in the exoge-
nous environment. The parallel segment of the causal model is intuitive 
in that if either or all of the variables in the parallel segment demon-
strate probabilities of success of one. th13n the LOF becomes one, 
Each variable is assigned a pro?ability of succe$S (P s) as follows: 
p = f 1 (%CV) sl 
p = f 2 (II) s2 
(5.49) 
p = f 3 (%ED) S3 
P = f 4 (MR) S4 
In the discus~ion of the LOF and before calibration, one should nc:>te 
the clarity and plausibility the LOF causal model offers urban research. 
The concept of probabilistic modeling provides a.link between qualitative 
theory and quantitative urban conditions. Probaoilistic modeling as 
developed iti this dissertation is a unique contributic;m to urban modeling 9 
and can be u~ed when modeling any socio-economi9 or biological system. 
The curves for each P are modeled .to fit three points. The maximum . s 
Ps equals one.and the minimum Ps is zero in accordance with the .axiomatic 
definition of probabili~y. The third point on each P curve is estab-s 
lished to concur with existing secial conditions. It woul4 be equally 
justifiable to model each curve with any curve-fitting technique.as long 
as the three points previously mentioned, . along with the. definition of. 
axiomatic probabili tr, are satisfied. The cormnents in this paragraph are 
applicable to all causal models introduced in this dissertation. 
The LOF is' equal to one for optimum social conditions .and is 
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formulated as a series-parallel model. Proceeding with the formulation, 
we have, 
3 
LOF = [l - 'If 
n=l 
(1 - p ) ] p 
s S4 . n 
where P and P have value 1 for optimum social conditions. 
Sn S4 
(5.50) 
The LOF is calibrated using the ratio of labor force participation 
rates of minority to majority for existing sGcietal conditions. Denote 
the minority labor force participation rate as BLFPR and the majority 
rate as WLFPR. From page 55 of Bowen (12), the WLFPR = 99 .1 ·and the 
BLFPR = 97. 54. This is after correction for possible underenumeration of 
the minority. This is a national rate, used because the appropriate 
factors .for OUahoma City SMSA are unknown. 
Calibrating the LOF, we have 
3 
[BLFPR~ LOF = [l - 7T (1 - p ) ] p = 
n=l Sn S4 WLFPR 
(5. 51) 
97.54 .984 = = 99.1 (5. 52) 
Equal-\'l.eig'.l'rting is placed on each proba}:)ility-like factor because there 
is no data base to suggest otherwise., Let 
3 













then ci.3s = .984 for existing s9cio-economic conditions. Then assuming 
Cl. = s' 
which gives 
Now 
3 a = 
so 
3 
1T (1 - p 
n=l 
a4 = .984. 
a = .996 
p = .996 
S4 
3 
1 - 1T (1 
n=l 




= 1 - .988 
s n 
= 
Therefore with equal weighting on each factor 
p = 1 - (.012) 1/ 3 
s n 
= 0771 







The success factors, P and P , are modeled to equal one for opti-
. Sn S4 
mum conditions which are defined as being 0%CV, II= 1, %ED= 100, and 
MR= 1. 
Modeling P as a function of %CV with a declining exponential, 
sl 
-C 
= e 1 (%CV) 
100 
1state and County Officers and Election Returns for 1968, State 
Election Board, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (1970). 
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where c1 is the calibration constant. Now for existing conditions, 1 
%CV/100 = .18, producing 
-C1(.18) 
e = • 771 
cl 
-.9.n . 771 1.4448 = .l8 = 
(5.62) 
Hence-the model is 
p -1.4448 (%CV) = e 
sl 100 
(S.63) 




Figure 27. Probability Measure vs %CV 
c 
Modeling P as a power of the II, P = (II) 2 where c2 is a cali-s2 s2 
bration point for existing socio-economic conditions. Let 
where from Taueber (84), 
Solving for 
c 
(II) 2 = .771 
II·= .125 
R.n • 771 
R.n .125 
= .~25 










P is the success factor dete~min~d by the %ED wh~re O < %ED < 1. 
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~or today's conditions (%ED/100) = .619 (21). Therefore, 
producing 





.771 = .619 3 
C = £n • 771 











The minority ratio is. the J:'ast probability type parameter to be 
modeled. This factor is modeled a~ the.series section of the LOF model 
because. it is dependent upon the existence of the minority population. 
Withou1;: a minority population, the LQF should not exist. When the LOF 
model is applied to the majority population, Ps. = 1. 
. 4 




P (MR) 4 = .996 
54 
(5.70) 
The minority ratio to the total population in the Oklahoma City SMSA tad 
today is .091 (21). 
Ciilibrating, we have 
Therefore. 
£n . 996 
£n . 091 = .001672 
p = (MR).001672 
S4 








Figure 30. Probability Measure vs MR 
Having modeled the various factors, the LOF is formed as a series-
parallel model. 
3 
LOF = P [l - ~ 
s4 n=l 
(1 - p )] s 
n 
-3 
= MRl.6(10 )[l - [l 
-26(%CV) a 
e 100 ][l _ 11 .125][l _ C~ED).542]] (5. 73) 
100 
To properly control the movement between economic units, the LOF 
multiplies a function of the unemployment rate, f(UE). According to 
Monney (51) LFPR should increase 3% for a,1% decrease in the unemployment 
rate. Approximating this type of relation, the f(UE) = e-20UE where for 
UE = 1, f(UE) = 0 and for UE = zero, f(UE) = 1. 
-20UE Therefore the economic movement is controlled by LOF • e When 
this model is applied t~ the majority comm~nity LOF = 1 and the job move~ 
ment would be a function of unemployment only. 
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DOR Model 
In the development of the educational sector, a variable was formed 
which was called the DOR which denotes the dropout rate. The DOR is as-
sumed to be a function of the following: (1) density in the home (DH); 
(2) average parents education (PAE); (3) pupil/teacher ratio (P/T); and 
(4) community projection index (CPI). These factors are listed in the 
Coleman report (15). The first three factors are self-explanatory, but 
the CPI needs some explanati9n. 
In several references, the idea that achievement of the minority is 
a direct function of success of their peers within the coillJinlnity is ex-
pressed (15,54). This idea is modeled by the CPI and is a function of 
values of the economic categories, WCI and WCE, which reside in the 
minority community. 
The DOR model is modeled as a series-parallel model as shown in 
Figure 31. 
P/T 
Figure 31. DOR Causal Model 
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The CPI is modeled as a series component of tbe model in order that 
the DOR model may be applied to the majority community. Intuitively, if 
the DOR model was applied to the majority community the CPI would equal 
c,me ·and the DOR would become a function of the variables in the parallel 
segment·. of the model. 
' 
The pa~allel segment of the DOR model is mode+ed as a function of 
P/T J DH, and PAE because these are alternative paths for success within 
the .educational system. It is plausible to place the former variables in 
the parallel portion of the model because if either or all variables 
(P/T, DH, PAE) demonstrate a probability of .one, then the DOR should be-
come zero because optimum social condi~ions have been attained. 
Each variable is assigned a probability of .success (Ps) as follows: 
p = fl (P/T) sl 
p = f 2 (DH) s2 
p = f 3 (PAE) S3 




Before calibrating the DOR probabilistic model, it should be noted 
that P is used to designate a probability of success referenced to the 
sen 
exogenous community. P . denotes a probability of success referenced to 
Sln 
the endogenous community. 
The DOB. model is a series:-parallel mode+. The series portion is a 
function of the CPI while the parallel portion of the model consists of 
the previously listed variables. 
The DOR model is expressed as, 
3 
DOR = 1 - P • [l - 1T 
s4. n=l 
(1 - p ) ] s n 
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(5.75) 
The strategy .for calibrating the DOR consists of: (1) calibrate the 
DOR model for the majority community by assuming P = CPI = 1 for the se4 
maJ'ority. community; (2) determine the P for n = 1, 2, 3 using the DOR · se ,n 
exogenous, (DORe) to the minority community; (3) by substituting the 
values for the variables from the minority community, P . (n = 1, 2, 3) 
Sln 
and the minority drop-out rate (DORi) the minority CPI is .obtained. 
Using the DOR for the exogenous .community, e 
3 
1 - 'If (1 - p ) = 1 - DOR 
n=l se e n 
(5. 76) 
3 
1T (1 - p ) = DOR 




3 x = 1T (1 - Pse ) = DOR (5.78) 
n=l n 
which places equal emphasis on e~ch variable. 
homa,City SMSA (21) producing, 
= '. 672 
Now 




DOR = .304 for the Okla-e 
(5. 79} 
(5.80) 
for each P Hence P = ,328 is.the calibration point for existing 
sen . sen 
socio-economic conditions. 
Modeling P as a function of P/T, we have that .the pupil .teacher se1 
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ratio, for the Oklahoma City SMSA, is approximately .22.7 for both the 
minority and the majority commJJnity (74). Following intuition, P is se1 
modeled with a decaying exponential. We have, 
(5.81) 
-22.1 c1 
where P/T .::._ 1 where for calibration e = .328. This pro~uces, 
Therefore P se1 
P vs P/T is se1 
-in .328 
22.7 
= .0491 (5. 82) 
= e-.0491 P/T: p 
se1 
= P . of the minority community. 
S11 





10.Q 20.0 - 30.0 
p 
Probability Measure vs T 
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Modeling P as a function of DH, the approximate DH for the se2 
majority group.in the Oklahoma City is approximately 3.0, and 3.3 for the 
minority group (20). Given DH = 3.0 and using a decaying exponential e 
for the model, we have, 
-C2[DH-2] = e (5 .83) 
which is valid only for DH > 2. Calibrating for the exogenous community, 
Therefore 
-Q.n . 328 




p = e-l.115[DH~2] 
se2 
Substituting the DH value for the minority produces 
P . = e-1.115(1.3) = • 2347 
s12. 








Figure 33. Probability Measure vs DH 
Modeling P as a function of the parents average education (PAE), se3 
Lagrange·interpolation is used to find the expression. 
In the Oklahoma City SMSA the approxiniate PAE for the majority is 
12.33 years and for the minority is 11.4 years (21). The model is de-
fined over a range of 0 < PAE < 20. With Lagrange interpolation, 
3 3 (x-x.) 




x = PAE; and 
P = PAE(3.0507(10-3)PAE-.0110] se3 
For the minority community) 
p . = • 271 
SJ.3 








The last parameter to be modeled (P ) was initially considered by 
S4. 
the author to be very importc;int. This parameter depends on the conununity 
projection index (CPI). Define 
CPI = WCI + WCE TMHH (5.90) 
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where TMHH equals the total minority households. The calibration of .the 
CPI is done.by equating its effect and the previous models to the drop-
out.rate endogenous to the community (DORi). As stated previously the. 
DOR. for the minor:j.ty conununity is .38.2. Using the model previously 
1 
developed with minority values,. 
where 
c 





(1 - p ) ] = 
S4 
1 - DOR. 
1 
P [l - (1 - P .)(1 - P. )(1 - P. )] = 1 - DOR. 
S4 Sl Sl2 Sl3 1 




.234)(1 - .271)] = 1 - .382 
.374] = .618 
Ps4 = :~~~ = .987 
The CPI for existing socio-economic conditions is, .13 (21). 
Therefore the CPI for the minority community is,. 
c 




= ,6. 413 (10-3) 

















is plotted in Figure 35. 
0 1.0 
CPI 
Figure 35. Probability Measure vs CPI 
For this urban area, the DOR model accurately describes the two 
conununities without the CPI, as noted by the insensitivity shown in 
Figure 35. 
Now the DOR model may be expressed as, 
110 
3 
1 - DOR = P . [l - ir (1 - Ps1. ) ] 
si4 n=l n 
-3 = CPI6.413(10 )[l _ [l _ e-.0491 P/T] 
[l - e-l.ll47 [DH- 2]][1 - PAE[3.05(10-3)PAE-.0110]]] (5. 99) 
This completes. the formulation of the probabilistic causal models. 
used in this urban model and paves the way f.Qr the simulation of the 




The urban model conceived in this thesis perform~d very well und.er 
simulation.· Simulations were perform~d in four.ways. They were inde-
pendent sector s~mulations which consis·'!red of: (1) isolated demographic 
sector; (2) isolated residential sector; (3) isolated industrial sector; 
and (4) total simulation of the entire urban model. 
For all of the isolated sectors, simulations were performed at the 
equilibrium point for the ,entire model. This point produces almost zero 
absolute growth with respect to the exogenous categores of the model. 
The exogenous categories of the moc;lel are BCE and WCE. All simulations 
with exception of the industrial sector, when performed by sectors~ were 
initiated with neutral attractiveness to the area with respect to other 
urban areas. Neutral attractiveness was .defined in Chapter III as being 
zero net migration. 
Demographic Sector Simulation 
Thi.s sector was run on the co111puter with constants for all exogenous 
inputs to the model, The first simulation is for zero .net migration .and 
t~e equilibrium conditions fo,r the overall urban model. The equilibrium 
conditions result when the fol~owing conditions are true: 
111 
(-32.35)(UEMP1 3) 
= LOF * e ' 
(-129.4)(UEMP2) 




along with the constants for bith and death rates and declining employ-. 
ment. 
In the first simulation as well as others, the initial conditions. 
for each economic category were derive.cl from the census data (21). The 
population was divided i~to blue-collar and white-collar economic cate-
gories. The census data percentage of exogenous to endogenous employment 
was.then applied to obtain the four economic categories. The age distri-
bution was ac·~omplished in the same manner by applying perc~ntages for a 
particular age group of the entire population to each economic category, 
The average number of individuals per hous.ehold was ( 4, 4 7) with 
allowance for larger families (6.47} in the unemployed sector because of 
observed differences in fertility trends (44} and known underenumeration 
in census data. 
Looking at Figure 36, the results are seen for the first demographic 
simulation. These results are also tabulated in Appendix B, Table I. 
The BCI category dec;lines and then builds due to no migration in and 
static econon\ic condi tion,s exogenous to the community. The WCI category 
continues to grow in the industrial ~ase endogenous to the _community. 
The BCE. and WCE q1.tegories are essentially at. an equilibrium point, 
because of-no net migration in due to neutral attractiveness of the area. 
The UENP category builds due to population growth, drop-o~ts frqm 
the educationai process, and the stagnant economy. Until the channels 
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category will grow at a faster rate than the employed.categories. 
The second demographic simulation, shown in Figure 37 and listed in 
Table II, was performed by creating a net in~migration into the model by 
assuming the initial housing vacancies to be numerous. Starting at con-
ditions of essentially equilibrium, as previously described, the value 
which controls the rate of flow into the area, am , was increased by .048 
n 
and the resultant in-migration is obvious .from Figure 37. The delta in-
crease in housing vacancy rate required to obtain, this in-migration was 
.2 of 1%. This vacancy rate was maintained for the twenty year period, 
however, which accounts_for constant rise in in-migration. The CPI is 
also changing and as a result, there is not a constant proportionality 
between housing vacancies and net migration in. 
Note that in.the second simulation, the unemployed category was. 
again rapidly increasing. 
These simulations are helpful in understanding the basic relation-
ships in the demographic sector, but fail to give the total picture be-
cause the residential and industrial sectors.are not present to 
compensate for actual dynamics present in the urban system. 
Residential Sector Simulation 
Two situG!otions are simulated concerning the residential sectors, 
They are: (l} no new construction; and (2) slum housing is removed from 
the system by massive urban renewal, 
In Figure 38 and Table III, the simulation is shown for a residen-
ti al area in which there is no new construction. This is due to the fact 
that the DVR.is set equal to the actual vacancy rate. This is .not the 
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sectors. This was.;done to examine the flow of housing through the vari-
ous categories and show the debilitating effects which result when there 
is ,no new construction and there is no effective urban renewal. The main 
result is shown as being an accumulation of slum housing and a drop in 
single family housing less than $15,000. 
Given the same actual vacancy rate and desired vacancy rate along 
with massive urban renewal, the slum housing can be reduced •. Examining 
the second simulation, shown in Figure 39 and Table IV, the final sl.um 
housing is considerably less. This is still not a realistic simulation 
however because the other sectors are not present to stimulate the con-
struction of housing by showing a decrease in the actual vacancy rate. 
One effect that is noted however is that decreasing the slum housing, 
decreases the number of residential units which may be converted back 
into other residential categories. In so doing, the actual vacancy rate 
is decreased £l. ~than the effect of just the number of units demol-
ished because of a decrease in the units which are available for conver-
sion frt>m slums. into other residential categories. The slum hom~ing was 
reduced in the second simulation by destroying all but 1000 of the slum 
housing units in one year. 
Industrial Sector Simulation . 
The industrial sector, consisting of two types of industry, was 
simulated for a net growth. in the endogen.ous community, remembering that. 
the number of exogenous. firms. was .. held constant throughout the simµla-
tion, For an annual growth of .. 6 percent in the minority households, 
taking into consideration the effects of failure of firms and new starts, 
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39.: o. This requires that the ex~sting industrial base in the minority com.,. 
muni ty provide 10% of tQ.e existing mature firms as new firms each year 
through government financing, general ent:r;epreneurship, etc. This is 
believed· by the author tQ be a. realistic assumption from tij.e standpoint 
. of not requiring too much of the minori tY businessman. · The startling. 
fact is that if this ~done, the industrial base of the minority 
comnruni ty is .almost doubled while the actual mJmber ~minority house,-
holds has increased by 10 pel;'cent. 
The results of t4is simulation are shown in Figure 40 and Table V. 
The PIWI are growing at. a controlled geometric rate. 
This completes the d,iscussion of the sector simulations and paves 
the .way for the simulati,on of the entire model. 
Dynamic Non-Line~r Urban Model Simulation 
Combining the previouslr described sectors, the entire urban a:r;ea is 
next simulated. The three simulations performed were: (1) s~tting the 
LOP at zerq to.simulate worst cas~ social conditions; (2) assuming an 
equilibrium point which was wrong for the s~stem to observe the effects 
of moving economic un,its through the urban system at the wrong rate and 
to invalidate the assumpt~on; and (3) having determined the equilibrium 
point of the urban system under fixed exogenous assumptiqns~ a simulation 
was performed to observe the interacti<ms which take place within t;he 
minority coll)IIlunity. 
The first case simulates the situation which results when the worst . '',· ' . ' . 
social conditions are.assumed to prevail inthe urban area. These.condi-
tions require CV = 100%, II .= 0, and the percent. educated of the. majority 
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The results of this simulation are shown in Figures 41-44 and Tables 
VI-IX. Because of the social conditions, the WCE and BCE decrease. The 
socio-economic conditions cause a net migration out of the urban area of 
the exogenous minority work force. 
The amazing result is the reaction of the minority industrial base, 
As compared with other simulations (equilibri~m), the industrial base of 
the minority community has shown ~growth. due to restrictions present 
in the exogenous community. This result is counterintuitive to the 
author's preliminary studies. A possible explanation is that the WCE and 
possibly BCE, who are perh,aps better trained than their endogenous 
counterparts were forced to turn their abilities into endogenous business. 
The number of PIWI and XPIWI firms are a substantial number in urban 
simulation I where social conditions are the worse and approach the 
number in the third simulation performed with urban equilibrium condi-
tions. 
An expected result is that the unemployed sector grew at a rapid 
rate because there was no flow of unemployed to exogenous industry. The 
unfortunate or distressing condition which is implied by this simulation 
is the number of unemployed in the area grow faster than under acceptable 
social conditions, 
A counterintuitive point is that ~here ~fewer slums under LOF = 0 
conditions than when the syste'tn equilibrium is simulated, rhe author 
attributes the fewer slums to an increase in the physical life expectancy 
of.SF 15 and rental units due to increasing the educational level within 
the housing sector. One possible explanation is that of the WCE and BCE 
returning to the minority industrial base. 
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unemployed.and a.decrease of the exogenous economic units. The de-
creasing number of new firms in the industrial sector was due to the de-
creasing minority population. The new firms were fewer in number, while 
the matur~ firms were essent~ally the same. 
The educational secto~ in Figure 42 shows the increase in the be-
ginning of the earlier parts of the si11D.1lation. It is fairly constant 
however because of net migra.tion out. offsetting births .. over deaths. The 
DOR, which is a function of CPI, was decreased howeyer due to a net in-
crease in white collar employment in the minority community. 
The second si11D.1lation was performed testing the equilibrium point of 
the urban minority system with the exogenous urban area. An equilibrium 
point was estimated for the urban model by setting the inputs and outputs 
of the unemployed sector equal. This provided, 
LOP = LOP • n 
-21. ll•UE e . n = 1, 2, 3 (6. 3) 
where UE is unemployed rate. 
ever, when used in the model. 
This _does .not result in equilibrium, how-
-21.11 •UE Because e allows people to move 
from economic unit to econ~mic unit at too fast a rate, the LOP was . ' n 
perturbed to a new value: 
LOP = LOP • 
n 
-30 UE e n = 1, 2, 3 (6.4) 
This provides for 3.8% movement between economic units. This is still 
n~t the equilibrium point however as demonstrated by the model. 
Using the latter definition of LQFn' a sil1lllation was performed. 
The results of this simulation are shown in Figures 4S-48 and Tables 
X-'XI II. 
The WCE increased at a rate faster than. an ·-actual urban system would 
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allow. The number of BCE and WCE differ by a very small percentage. The 
model is reacting as it should in that it does not support the incorrect, 
assumption that all of the LOF's are equal. Under this incorrect assump-
tion, and the resulting increase in WCE, the model did produce fewer 
slums. This is bec.ause the CPI was higher. 
This shows that the model gives plausil;>le results for plausible 
assumptions and helps to.validate the model. 
The last case describes the model's reaction under equilibrium con-
d.itions. Equilibrium conditions.for tQ.e model have been previ<;msly de-
fined but they are with respect to fixed exogenous factors. They would 
best be represented by, 
d dT (exogenous EU) - 0 
The equilibrium conditions for this model are 
and 
LOF1 = LOF3 = LOF • 
-32. 35 (UE 1 3) 
e • 
-129;4(UE2) 




The multiplier effect of four shown in exponentiation in LOF2 represent 
the approximate ratio of BCE/WCE encountered in the exogenous economic 
sub-sectors, 
The resuits of this simulation are shown in Figures 49-52 and Tables 
XIV-XVII. As is shown.in Figure 49 and Table XIV, the exogenous economic 
units, WCE and BCE are fairly constant. Growt}J. is shown.endogenous to 
the minority community hoi.,ever and follows intuitive reasoning. 
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no net flows between,the minority economic system and majority economic 
system. 
The SF<lS and slums show more growth than in other simulations, 
whereas the rental units show less. This is due to a greater growth of 
WCI coupled with a minute growth in the WCE category. 
The urban renewal under this simulation (as in others) assumes .75% 
of slums being demolished each year,and 2.25% being returned to SF 15 and 
rental units. 
Other situations, not fepresented here, have been simulated and were 
fairly successful. In particular, some of these simulations suggest that 
urban renewal concentrated toward SF<lS units can do harm to an urban 
area if the rate of their construction is not c~refully controlled. They 
create vacancies in the model, thereby stalling construction of other 
units and this can produce mqre slums. 
This concludes the discussion of simulations performed. Because of 
these simulations, the author believes that urban systems can be modeled 
intuitively and give plausible solutions. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sun'lmary 
This thesis has been devoted to the modeling of the minority urban 
community using the techniques of systems the0ry and to developing a sys~ 
tematic approach to the modeling of socio~economic variables. The 
mocleling of the minority urban area has been needeq. for some, period of 
time. There are a number of discus~ions concerning the minorities in the 
literature review, but there was no mathematical system's analysis or 
model which dealt with the minorities directly. To understand the inter-
actions of an area, the minority community should be understood. 
A dynamic nonlinear model of the minority was formed with four 
sectors. The four sectors, demographic, educational, residential, and 
industrial, were.modeled using economic principles uncommon to the exo-
genous community and socio-economic variables which distinguish the 
minority from the majority. 
In developing the various sectors.or units, models were used and 
described by difference equations. Dependent sources.were derived where. 
needed as a function of the existing minority population and other 
endogenous urban condition~. 
In developing the demographic sector, a non-proliferating model was 
used and was segmented according to.age distribution .. The impetus for 
moving through the demographic sector was aging. The educational sector 
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was .. embedded within the demographic sector in the appropriate_ age segment 
or compartment. 
The residential sector-was developed using a variable trickle-down 
theory. This variable was conditioned on the.average education which 
occupied a given residential category. With-the life expectancy of 
physical structures subject to variation, the probability of reaching an 
assumed equilibrium point was reduced. 
The industrial sector was developed in compartment fashion with 
minority enterprise being based on the growth of the minority population 
and the existing industrial base. 
A unique concept which uses a probabilistic basis was introduced as 
a method of modeling socio-economic variables. These probabilistic 
models were based on the axiomatic concept of probability. Structures 
were devised for these variables based on: (1) whether they were alter-
nate or direct means of achieving success and (2) the sensitivities which 
the variables needed to accurately describe a portion of the overall 
urban system. 
Two of the variables modeled using this concept were the drop-out 
rate (DOR) and the.limited-opportunity factor (LOP). The DOR was.formed 
to characterize the educational -sector. It was noted that after the DOR 
variable was modeled, it produced intuitively satisfying results for both 
communities. 
The LOP wa~ also a probabilistic type model which was designed to 
alter the no:rmal economic stream due to disparities which exist in the 
economic job stream. Opportunity factors based on growth of the indus-
trial base within the minority community were de~eloped. 
Simulations were run with each sector of the urban area 
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individually, and then combined to produce the complete minority urban 
system. These simulations produced some counter-intuitive but plausible 
results and other results which were more than expected. 
Conclusions 
The primary objective of this research was to develop methods to 
enable urban modeling and model a minority urban system. A part of this 
objective was to perform simulations with this model. The results of 
this research can be evaluated based on the following observations. 
(l} The demographic sector, compartmentally modeled, portrayed the 
demographic movement expected. 
(2) Net migration patterns were plausibly represented by finite 
dependent sources controlled by existing conditions within the area being 
modeled. 
(3) Endogenous and exogenous opportunity factors were found neces-
sary when modeling minorities, 
(4) The educational sector of the model is necessary, in that some 
of the phenomena which occur in urban areas are explained here by the 
presence, or absence, of adequate or increasing numbers of educated 
minority. 
(5) A variable filtering chain when modeling the residential sector 
is necessary because the actual conditions in an urban residential area 
do vary with time and by implementing this, more reality was introduced 
into the simulations. 
(6) The industrial base in the minority community is necessary and 
its growth can apparently be.substantially large with exogenous invest-
ment, 
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(7) The socio-economi~ variables based on concepts of axiomatic 
probability produced plausible quantitative models. 
(8) The overall urban model based on systems methods augmented by 
intuition provides the treatment needed for research in under-defined 
areas. The new causal models developed here_provide the foundation for a. 
methodical and logical approach to urban modeling. 
(9) The simulations produced several counterintuitive results. 
They are: 
(a) The disparities in minority opportunities that exist in 
the exogenous economic system can.cause the minority to strengthen its 
own economic base but causes higher unemployment. 
(b) The disparity mentioned previously could possibly cause 
the physical life expectancy of struct~res to increase because the edu-
cational level increases inside the community apparently as.a result of 
talented minority having to accept work in the_endogenous economic system. 
(c) Urban renewal, in other simulations, has to be controlled 
if directed to~ards low-income housing because of the SF<lS category's 
place in the housing filtering chain. If not controlled, slums can be 
inadvertently created. 
(d) Under slum demolition, more vacancies were eiiminated than 
just the.units demolished,_ because of a multiplier effect. This happens 
because the normal pool used for conversion of housing is also reduced. 
Recommendation.s for Further Research 
There are a number of-extensions or desirable investigations of this 
research which should be considered. They are the following. 
(1) Using the model to simulate other urban areas. (Oklahoma City 
data were.used here). 
(2) A disaggregation of the state variables which effect each 
economic unit, residential category and industrial units. 
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(3) A restructuring of-birth and death rates by economic category 
based on probabilistic models of the type developed in this research. 
(4) A linking of ·this urban model with another model which struc-
tures the majority community to allow variable exogenous factors. 
(5) An in depth analysis of the effects of controlability and 
observability principles (found in systems engineering) as to their 
effect in controlling divergencies encountered in simulations. The 
author did extensive work in this area.but reached no conclusions con-
cerning global conditions. 
Before this work is done, the data base for the urban area needs to 
be refined. The author believes that enough data exists to characterize 
an urban area, but perhaps other methods of extraction of relationships 
from this data need to be developed. 
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APPENDIX A 
RESIDENTIAL FILTERING MODEL AND DISCUSSION OF 
THE DESIRED VACANCY-RATE 
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This appendix is devoted to the derivation of values of the variable 
life expectancies of physical structures and a discussion of the desired 
vacancy rate. 
Residential Filtering Model 
It is a well recognized phenomena that housing tends to 
move downward in the quality and value scales as it ages. Thus 
housing that is introduced at or near the top descends gradual-
ly through successively lower value strata. It is often con-
tended that the needs for additional housing on the part of the 
lower income groups can be met by the production of an adequate 
supply of new housing for the upper income groups. Thus, used 
homes would be released to be passed down to successively lower 
levels until the effect reached the bottom of the market. This 
process is popularly referred to as filtering down and is des-
cribed-most simply as .the changing of occupancy as the housing 
that is occupied by one income group becomes available to the 
next lower income group. 
Thus Ratcliff describes the concept that has been modified for use in 
this study (64). 
In this model, the filtering process is represe~ted as a function of 
the life expectancy of a. physical structure which is variable. This 
variable tendency is dependent on a function of the educational level of 
those occupying each residential category. 
To establish the physical lifetime of individual structures, a plot 
shown in Figure 53 is the distribtuion of housing in the Oklahoma City 
SMSA by age (20). From Grebler (34), we estimate the total life expect-
ancy of housing to be 100 years. From Ratcliff (64), rental units are 
understood tq filter faster and the estimate of their life expectancy is 
100 years. 
Now by examining Figure 53, the first 40 years are allocated to 
premium housing because of the density function which results from this 
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between SF<l5 and slum housing. 
Expressing this filtering process in a mathematical equation, 
lQO years (A.l) 
and 
1 - = 80 years 
Hg. 
(A. 2) 
where the coefficients are assumed from Figure 53 .. 
This filtering is constant a~ naw expressed above ,and to express _it 




c..E.) = 1 for n = .1, 2 
EO 
Deriving each coefficient,, at time zero, 
1 ----= 40 




1The author has assumed that rental units filter slower in the 
minority community because of the prevalence of slums• This indicates 
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The coefficients H6 + H8 + H10 which sum to 1/30 are divided 
empirically to produce the conversion of slum housing into demolition, 
rental units, or low income family housing. 
x 
The derivation of the coefficients (E/E0) n, n = 1, 2 is accomp~ 
lished by using the ratio of the population 25 year old and over who have 
completed the educational process (ED) to the total minority population 
(TMP), The coefficients E and E0 are, 
where 
E =ratio of successfully educated people to.the 
total minority population at each increment, 
in time. 
ED(k+l) 
E (k) = ED(k) TMP(k) 
4 







E0 = ratio when the urban model is initiated, namely 
x 
The ratio (E/E0) n prolongs the lifetime of a structure if it in-
creases. This is based on the assumption that with more education in a 
household, the structure will last longer due to more attention to 
maintenance, and probable income to provide maintenance. 
Income as a function of education is demonstrated in the census 
data (21). The powers xn' n = 1 ~ 2 are in.traduced as an assµmption that 
the average life of a physical structure is prolonged ten years if 
(E/E0) doubles. To increase the lifetime any more than that would not 
agree \\Tith current eco.nomist 's estimates (34, 64). 
Solving for x1 for this derivation, the average lifetime of a SF>l5 










2 = 1. 25 













2 2 = 1.125 
x2 = ,169 
This complete.s the resident.ial filtering model. 






The DVR fo.r the urban m0del is an exogenous .,input. From the census 
data, the housing vacancy rate for the total Oklahoma.City SMSA is given 
as 2.25% (20). This is not true .however for minorit:y areas in which the 
observed vacancy rate in slum neighborhoods is ,four to five times higher. 
Therefore, in the model, the desired vacancy rate was used as 
.1125 = (2.25%)5 100 
Throughout the model, exogenous ,conditions are held constant. Thi.s · 
was done to exami~e the interaction of ·the minority conununity. 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER LISTINGS OF SIMULATIONS 
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TABLE I 
DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES, DEMOGRAPHIC SIMULATION I 
DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES 
BC I WC I BCE WCE 
467.5613 81.2080 9395. 972 7 1564.4294 
389. 3804 93.4099 9304.5430 1558.1104 
351.9199 100. 0724 9220.1 758 1552.8723 
342 .9565 10 4.1263 9144.4766 1548.9685 
351. 5798 107.2525 9078.4648 1546.4973 
369.7449 110. 2818 9022.4883 1545.4670 
392.4734 113.5426 8976.4727 1545. 8374 
416.9036 117.1050 891t0.0977 1547.5496 
441.4438 120.9228 8912. 8789 1550.5242 
465.2317 124.9094 8894.2500 1554.6n6 
. 487. 8191 128.9728 8883. 5586 1559 .9009 
508.9934 133.0 317 8880.1367 1566.1143 
528.6758 13 7.0204 8883 .3 086 1573.2136 
546. 8625 140. 8884 8892.3984 1581.1038 
563.5920 144.5990 8906. 7500 1589. 6934 
5 78. 9268 148.1212 8925.7578 1598.8909 
59 2. 9402 151. 4570 8948. 8281 1608.6128 
605.7124 l 54 .5 7q5 8975.3984 1618. 7786 
617.3232 157.4915 9004.9570 1629.3149 

























TABLE II ·· 
DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES, DEMOGRAPHIC SIMULATION II 
DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGOR JES 
BC I WCI BCE WCE 
467.5613 81.2080 9395. 9727 1564.4294 
389.3804 93.4099 9304. 5430 1558.1104 
354.1519 100. 7071 9252.0469 1555.3350 
347.9417 105. 3895 9208.,5938 1554.0300 
359.8765 109.1667 9175.4609 1554.3376 
381.8511 112. 8855 9153.2773 1556 .3040 
408 .a2 35 116.8821 9142.1914 1559. 9236 
437.8760 121.2294 9142.1094 1565.1687 
467.3647 125. 8822 9152.7617 1571.9875 
496.3828 130.7532 9173. 7383 1580.3208 
524.4431 135.7490 9204.5625 1590.0979 
551.3005 140.7863 9244. 7109 1601.2434 
576. 8486 145.7964 9293.,6289 1613.6794 
601.0596 150.7262 9350.7617 1627 .3296 
623 .95 l 9 155.5363 9415. 5586 1642.1140 
645•5701 160.1985 9487.4805 1657.9583 
665.9729 164.6941 9566.0078 1674.7910 
685.2271 169.0113 9650. 6523 1692.5403 
703.4021 17 3. 1442 9740.9375 1711.1409 


























RESIDENTIAL CATEGORIES, RESIDENTIAL SIMULATION I 
HOUSING CATEGORIES 
SFAM<l5K SFAM>l5K SLUMS 
4439.0000 1562.0000 2252.0000 
4348.9688 1526. 0916 2319.0247 
4261.5977 l4ql.0808 2379.0056 
4176.7656 1456.9453 2432.4578 
40<14.3613 1423. 6631 2479.8608 
4014.2668 139 l. 2131 2521.6609 
3936.3794 1359.5742 2558.2727 
3860. 60 23 1328. 7263 2590. 0823 
3786.8450 1298.6497 2617.4485 
3715. 0222 1269.3250. 2640.7051 
3645.0544 1240.7334 2660.1633 
3576.8665 1212.8567 2676.1113 
3510.3870 1185. 6 768 2688.8181 
3445.5500 tl59.1763 2698. 5337 
3382.2927 1133 .3384 2705.4900 
3320. 555c:l 1108. 1465 2709.9031 
3260.2842 1083. 5842 2711. 9741 
32 01. 4246 1059.6362 2711 .8896 
3143.9275 1036. 2869 2709. 8232 




















































































































































12 3. 064 7 
126.4922 
130.0465 


































URBAN SIMULATION I; DE~GRAPHIC SECTOR 
DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES 
B:: I WCI BCE WCE 
467.5613 81.2080 9395.9680 1564.4280 
406.8967 93.4099 9286. 0780 154 7. 4 870 
375.9485 99.0189 9176.6830 1531.9240 
368.4675 103.174 7 9067.8550 1518.0330 
378.6987 106.9874 8960. 3120 1505.9430 
400. 8364 111.1284 8854.5780 1495.6850 
430.4370 115.9317 8751.0190 1481.2200 
466.7788 121.9703 8649. 8510 1480.4860 
507.2769 129.1983 8551.2420 1475.3830 
549.6155 137.3645 8455.2570 1471.8070 
592 .2646 146.1884 8361.8980 1469. 6540 
634.4016 155.4361 8271.0930 1468.8220 
675.6658 164. 93 94 8182.7460 1469.2160 
715.9434 174.5857 8096. 7140 1470. 7340 
755.2285 184.3014 8012.8630 14 73 .2 860 
793.5552 194.0389 7931. 0460 1476.7790 
830. 9656 203.7671 7851.1280 1481.1230 
867.5034 213. 4663 7772.9800 1486 .2 350 
903 .2085 223.1241 7696. 4880 1492.0350 


























URBAN SIMULATION I, RESIDENTIAL SECTOR 
HOUSING CAT EGOR I ES 
SFAM<l5K SFAM >lSK SLUMS 
4439.0000 1562.0000 2252.0000 
4374.3200 2150.1380 2375.3240 
4309.6600 2271.7280 2495. 2!>_90_ 
4250. 5030 2352.3360 2608.2710 
4197.2730 2438. 4130 2714.6940 
4149.9250 2530.1810 2815.2340 
4108.2570 2623.529"0 291-0.5150 
4071.9610 271 S. 4190 3001.0670 
4040.7070 2804.0030 3087.3370 
4014.12 80 2888.1530 31&9.7080 
3991.8350 2967.2210 3248. 5190 
·'-~ 
3973.4390 3040.8550 3324.0600 
3958. 5580 3108. 837.0 3396.5880 
3946.8270 3171.0~40 "3466. 3240 
3937.9020 3227.4 60 3533.4610 
3931.4590 3276. 0640 3598 .1650 
3927.1990 3322.9480 3660. 5780 
3924.8430 3362.2260 3720.8270 
3924.1340 3396. 0520 3779. 0170 
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URBAN SIMULATION II; DEMOGRAPHIC SECTOR 
DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES 
we r BCE WCE 
Bl.2080 9395.9680 1564.4280 
93.4099 9036.6250 1778 .8470 
98.4372 8698.9140 1987 .6660 
101.8446 8385.3120 2190.5760 
105. 0211 8095.6670 2387 .4300 
109.7419 7829.1990 2578. 2 850 
116.3270 7584.859() 2763.2880 
124. 53 <;6 7361. 3980 2942.6660 
133.9191 7157.5350 3116.6950 
144. 02 54 6971.9250 3285.~660 
154.5381 6803.2690 3449.8760 
165.2522 6650.2730 3609.6050 
176.0423 6511.7180 3765.1130 
18 6. 8296 6386.4370 ·3916.6390 
197.5623 6273.3510 4064.3930 
208. 2065 6171.4490 4.208. 5700 
218. 7404 6079.7920 4349. 3510 
229.1514 5997.519J 4486 .8820 
239. 43 38 5923. 8350 4621.3200 













































3 945 .1710 
TABLE X 
URBAN SIMULArioN II, RESIDENTIAL SECTOR 
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URBAN SIMULATION III, DEMOGRAPHIC SECTOR 
DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORl ES 
BC I WCI BCE WCE 
467.5613 81. 20 80 9395.9680 1564.4280 
389.3801 93.4099 9304. 5390 1558.1090 
349.4353 98.4372 9220.1670 1552. 8710 
338.1079 101.8065 9144.3000 1548.9800 
346.7805 104.9029 9078. 0420 1546.5300 
3 72. 6873 109.5144 9021.8200 1545.5190 
409.0718 115. 9626 8975.6750 1545 .8650 
450.0427 124.0054 8939.3900 1547.4670 
491. 8096 133.1751 8912.5650 1550.2270 
532.5015 143.0236 8894.6950 1554.0510 
571.4648 153.2242 8885.1710 1558.8490 
608.6113 163.5678 8883.3550 1564.5290 
644.0327 173.9256 8888.5820 1570.9990 
677.8435 184.2170 8900.1790 1578.1690 
710.1370 194.3896 8917.5190 1585.9490 
740.9927 204.4092 8939. 9800 1594.2500 
770. 481 7 214.2546 8966.9720 1602.9950 
798. 6 736 223. 9138 8997. 9330 1612.1030 
825.6372 233.3825 9032.3550 1621. 5040 
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